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ABSTRACT 

DISSERTATION: A Pedagogical Analysis of the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete 

Solo by Fernando Morais 

STUDENT: Gilmar Cavalcante da Silva 

DEGREE: Doctor of Arts 

COLLEGE: Fine Arts  

DATE: December 2020 

PAGES: 238 

Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo is the first collection of advanced level 

Brazilian trumpet etudes based on Brazilian popular music. This research is intended to serve as 

a performance and pedagogical guide for the performance of the estudos. It includes a historical 

analysis, a compositional analysis and a pedagogical analysis. The results of a survey sent to 

Brazilian trumpet professors indicated that the Brazilian trumpet pedagogy relies on non-

Brazilian etude books at the college level. These short pieces for solo unaccompanied trumpet 

are important for the development of a Brazilian school of trumpet as they include themes, styles 

and quotations from Brazilian popular songs, and quotes nineteenth-twentieth century Brazilian 

composers with original material by Fernando Morais. For Brazilians they serve to preserve 

those popular styles and to highlight their importance of the academy. For non-Brazilians, they 

serve as an introduction to Brazilian popular music through the styles found in the estudos. 

Future steps in this research include translating the pedagogical analysis to Portuguese and make 

it available for non-English speakers, and publication of both English and Portuguese versions in 

trumpet and music education journals. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Statement of Purpose 

This pedagogical analysis of the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo is 

intended to serve as a performance and pedagogical guide for the solo unaccompanied trumpet 

studies composed by the Brazilian contemporary composer Fernando Morais. These fourteen 

trumpet studies are relevant for the performance and pedagogical fields, and are important for 

Brazilian and international musicians for three reasons. First, they are worthy of study and 

performance because they are the first collection of advanced level Brazilian trumpet studies. 

Second, they can act as a resource to preserve popular styles and to introduce those styles to non-

Brazilians. Third, they are pedagogically useful and comparable to other better-known sets of 

trumpet studies, such as the “14 Characteristic Études” found on Méthode Complete de 

Trompette by Jean Baptist Arban, 36 Études Trancendantes Pour Trompette by Théo Charlier, 

“Eight Profiles” by Fisher Tull, and Vignt Études Pour Trompette by Marcel Bitsch. 

The expression “Brazilian popular music” used in this research describes the Brazilian 

styles found in Morais’ estudos. It is not used with the intent to describe the movement that was 

prominent during the military government in Brazil (1964 – 1985) called Brazilian Popular 

Music (MPB). In this research, the expression follows the connotation used in Mário de 

Andrade’s “Ensaio Sobre A Música Brasileira,”1 where he considers styles such a maxixe as 

Brazilian popular music. 

Morais composed twelve of the studies in 2012 – 2013 and added two new ones in 2017. 

Each study was dedicated to different Brazilian prominent Brazilian trumpeters who worked with 

                                                 
1Mario de Andrade, Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira. Livraria Martins Editora Brasília INL 3rd. Ed.: São 

Paulo, 1972 pp. 20-21. 
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Fernando Morais and whose outstanding accomplishments in teaching and performance have 

influenced both Brazilian and international musicians. 

The title Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo does not literally translate to 

English. A literal translation would be “Well-Humorous Studies for Solo Trumpet.” However, 

the expression “Bem-Humorados” is used in this context to describe music that is generally 

cheerful, playful, buoyant and fun to practice and perform. Morais said that “the studies are bem-

humorados because I use popular, well-known themes in most of them.”2 Then, a more accurate 

translation for the title would be “Quite Humorous Studies for Solo Trumpet.” However, since 

the is no official translation, the original Portuguese title will be used in this work. 

The words étude, study and estudo appear in this research to describe the same 

compositional genre. The words estudo (singular) and estudos (plural) – which is a Portuguese 

translation of the word – was used to address specifically the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para 

Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2Fernando Morais, Os estudos são bem-humorados por que na maioria deles eu uso temas bem conhecidos, 

e-mail message to author, December 2, 2014, trans. by author. 
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About Fernando Morais 

 
Figure 1: Fernando Morais 

Fernando Morais (b. 1965) is a significant and awarded contemporary Brazilian 

composer of works for brass instruments. Several of his compositions have been performed 

internationally. Besides composing, he plays French horn in the Cláudio Santoro National 

Theater Symphonic Orchestra and teaches at the Brasília School of Music. 

In 2003, Morais was awarded first place in the Claudio Santoro National Composition 

Contest organized by the University of Brasília. In April of that same year, he won the second 

prize at the Instrumental Composition Contest promoted by the SESC- Brasília. In 2009, he 

received prizes at the Concurso de Arranjos Bandas de Cá in Minas Gerais, Brazil; and in 2010, 

he was awarded first prize in the Latin American Composition Contest for Symphonic Bands 

held in Colombia. 

Morais’ works reveal a versatile musical ability and includes music ranging from 

unaccompanied solos, such as the estudos for unaccompanied trumpet, up to works for large 

ensembles, including Brasília Episódio Sinfônico for wind ensemble, and Sinfonia No. 1 for 
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symphony orchestra. His list of publications includes compositions, arrangements, and method 

books for studio and individual instruments. Some of his most important published works are 

Escalas e Arpejos para Instrumentos na Clave de Sol, Escalas e Arpejos para Instrumentos na 

Clave de Fá, Afinando Acordes- Método Para Estudo em Conjunto, 20 Pequenos Estudos 

Brasileiros, and 20 Estudos Característicos Brasileiros para Trompa are. Three of his best-

known works featuring the trumpet are “Elegy for Brass Quintet” (2003), “Peça Concertante” for 

trumpet and piano (2005), and “Concertino for Trumpet and String Orchestra” (2013). Anor 

Luciano, who received the dedication in “Estudo No. 6” stated that “he [Morais] is a great 

Brazilian talent that we must recognize.”3 

Morais’ motivation for writing the estudos originated from conversations with a friend, a 

trumpet player, who played at the São Paulo Symphony Orchestra (OSESP) at the time. He 

related: “I had several conversations with Flávio [Gabriel] about my ideas for writing the estudos 

and, sometime later the first one was finished. I got inspired and soon after, I finished the second, 

the third, the fourth, etc.”4 Those estudos demonstrate the range of Brazilian popular music 

styles, such as valsa, maxixe, choro, lundu and baião found in the entire collection. Those styles 

are incorporated into original material by the composer. 

Historical Background of Études for Trumpet 

To appreciate the merits of Morais’ estudos for the history of the trumpet, it is important 

to address them in perspective with the historical context of the development of the genre. An 

étude is a short instrumental piece with a pedagogical purpose. Although the term was 

                                                 
3Anor Luciano Júnior, Ele [Morais] é um grande talento brasileiro que temos que reconhecer, e-mail 

message to author, September 27, 2014, trans. by author. 
4Fernando Morais, Eu sempre tive conversas com o Flávio sobre minhas ideias a respeito dos estudos e 

depois de um certo tempo veio o primeiro. Eu fiquei empolgado e logo veio o segundo, o terceiro, o quarto, etc., e- 

mail message to author, December 2, 2014, trans. by author. 
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standardized in the nineteenth century with the growing popularity of such works, available 

sources indicate that terms such as “study” and “exercise” were already used in the Baroque 

period, though without reference to specific issues of technique. 

Thus the ‘studies’ in Francesco Durante’s Sonate per cembalo divisi in studii e 

divertimenti (1737) are contrapuntal movements unassociated with specific 

problems of keyboard technique, while Domenico Scarlatti’s 30 Essercizi per 

gravicembalo (1738) are no different in scope and significance from his 

remaining 525 sonatas.5 

 

The nineteenth century saw a tremendous growth in the genre of the study. The Industrial 

Revolution made it easier to mass produce instruments of high quality; the growth of the music 

printing industry; and the development of the valved trumpet, which led to changes in technique, 

contributed to the prevalence of the genre. “One of the main outgrowths of the piano boom was 

the etude (or study). Thousands of etudes aimed at the development of piano technique at every 

level appeared during these decades.”6 Although this quote refers specifically to the piano, a 

good portion of the studies for trumpet was composed with the goal of improving trumpet 

playing techniques, especially after the second half of the nineteenth century when the valved 

trumpet became more popular. 

Some of the earliest trumpet studies can be found in Tutta l’Arte della Trombetta (or 

Total Art of the Trumpet) by the Italian trumpeter Cesare Bendinelli. This book was published in 

1614 and contains technical and rehearsal exercises, and pieces for trumpet ensemble and 

timpani. Additionally, this is one of the earliest examples of trumpet method books entirely 

dedicated to the natural trumpet, which had no valves at this time. 

                                                 
5Howard Ferguson and Kenneth L. Hamilton, “Study,” Grove Music Online, January 2016, accessed 

September 2020, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/27018. 
6Antonele Leikin, The Mystery of Chopin’s Preludes (Routledge Taylor and Francis: New York 2015) 2. 
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The 12 Studies for Trumpet by Johannes Brahms, composed in the 1850s, were written 

for the increasingly popular valve trumpet. They are not often used in modern trumpet pedagogy, 

however. Among the most significant sets of unaccompanied trumpet studies used today are: 

Célèbre Méthode Complète de Trompette by Jean-Baptiste Arban (French, 1859), 36 Études 

Transcendants Pour Trompete by Théo Charlier (French, 1926, revised 1946), Vingt Études pour 

Trompette by Marcel Bitsch (French, 1954), 34 Orchestral Studies for Trumpet on Orchestral 

Themes by Vassily Brandt (Russian, 1965), and “Eight Profiles” by Fisher Tull (American, 

1978). Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo compares favorably to these standard sets 

of studies in musical merit and pedagogical value and are unique in the use of elements of 

Brazilian popular music. 
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CHAPTER II 

Review of Literature 

Brazilian Trumpet Pedagogy 

Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo is significant, but because it is relatively 

new, it is also relatively unknown. There are other twentieth-century Brazilian works for solo 

unaccompanied trumpet, such as the “Fantasia Sul America” by Cláudio Santoro and “Estudo 

para Trompete em Dó” by Camargo Guarnieri.  However, those are not compiled into a 

collection and are not based on Brazilian popular music. The Pequenos Estudos Brasileiros, also 

by Fernando Morais, are not dedicated specifically for the trumpet. In Addition to that, those are 

considered intermediate level,7 while the estudos are advanced level. 

I briefly introduced two of the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo at the 

Research Room of the International Trumpet Guild (ITG) conference in Anaheim, CA in 2016; 

“Estudo No. 1 Se Ernesto Tocasse Trompete” and “Estudo No. 7 - Tempo de Baião.” I also 

published an article and provided a scholarly revised edition of those two estudos for the ITG 

Journal January 2017 publication and presented a lecture recital at Ball State University (2019). 

Also, according to online searches and a conversation with the composer, the estudos have not 

yet been subject of a pedagogical analytical research. This research fulfills the niche. 

A survey sent to Brazilian trumpet professors suggests that most Brazilian teachers have 

relied on standard, non-Brazilian methods such as Arban, Stamp, Cichowicz, Clarke, Charlier, 

and Bitsch since the second half of the twentieth century. This is due to the fact that the concept 

of university as higher education institution in Brazil began in 1911, with the passing of the 

Rivadávia Corrêa law.8 For instance, Brazil recognized its first Doctor of Musical Arts (DMA) in 

                                                 
7Free Note, “Pequenos Estudos Brasileiros-Fernando Morais.” Note Livros, 2019, accessed August 24, 

2020, https://www.freenote.com.br/produto.asp?shw_ukey=40998162040YEAON7C. 
8
Universidade Federal do Paraná, “A Mais Antiga do Brasil,” accessed September 18, 2020, 

http://www.ufpr.br/portalufpr/a-mais-antiga-do-bras. 
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Trumpet in 1991; Nailson Simões earned a DMA from Catholic University of America in 

Washington DC.9 Before that, higher education institutions were maintained by the Jesuits; 

reminiscent from the colonial Brazil. 

In some cases throughout the history of the trumpet, studies were added to method books 

for means of pedagogical application of the exercises, such as in Cesare Bendilelli’s Tutta Larte 

Della Trombeta, Jean-Baptiste Arban’s Complete Conservatoire Method for Trumpet, and Merri 

Franquin’s Méthode Compléte de Trompette Moderne. In Other cases, there are books with 

studies only, such as Marcel Bitsch Vingt Études Pour Trompete, 36 Études Transcendantes 

Pour la Trompete by Théo Charlier and Eight Profiles by Fisher Tull. 

 João Bartholomeo Klier published the first known Brazilian trumpet method book 

Methodo Para Cornetta, Clarim ou Saxhon in 1854-1856 in Germany, making it contemporary 

with the better-known trumpet method book by Jean-Baptiste Arban, which was published in 

1859. However, the existing version of Klier’s book has lost some pages and it does not count 

with Brazilian characteristic studies. After Klier‘s book, other Brazilian trumpet method books 

were published between the first and second half of the twentieth century. Método Para Pistão, 

Trombone e Bombardino na Clave de Sol by Amadeu Russo, which was first published in 1941, 

and the Método Elementar para Pistão Trombone ou Bombardino em Clave de Sol by José 

Ciriaco Pierangeli, which was copyrighted in 1965, but was published in 1966 are more widely 

used in Brazilian trumpet pedagogy. Those books were published about one hundred years after 

Klier’s book and, although they are more used in Brazilian trumpet pedagogy, they are not used 

in colleges because they are intended for beginner and intermediate levels. 

                                                 
9 Flávio Gabriel, O Trompete e a Pesquisa no Brasil. Trompete Online, last modified June 9, 2018, 

accessed September 21, 2020, https://www.trompeteonline.com.br/artigo/o-trompete-e-a-pesquisa-no-brasil. 
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Those two trumpet method books are lengthier than Klier’s method book and are quite 

similar in content and length. Both of them include technical exercises with program notes and 

also short passages of Brazilian popular melodies that were not developed into advanced level 

studies such as in Morais’ estudos. Additionally, they are designed for two other instruments, the 

valve trombone and euphonium in treble clef, unlike Morais’s estudos that are dedicated to the 

B-flat trumpet. Morais specified that “the estudos were conceived for the B-flat, the instrument 

that everyone has in Brazil.”10 On the other hand, the estudos can be played in other instruments, 

such as the C trumpet, cornet or flugelhorn, depending on availability and preference. They can 

either be transposed or played as written. 

A few notable Brazilian trumpet method books have appeared recently. They include 

Caderno de Trompete by Fernando Dissenha, which is a compilation of technical exercises of 

different levels. This book was published in 2008 and includes duets, three short solo pieces, a 

solo piece with band, and a CD. There is also the Método Para Trompete: Estudos Básicos by 

Professor Sérgio Cascapera, which was published in 2013, making it contemporary with Morais’ 

trumpet estudos. 

While Dissenha’s book comprises of material intended for different levels, Cascapera’s 

book is intended for beginners and contains Brazilian popular melodies and orchestral excerpts 

in different keys. However, Professor Cascapera said that “there is a project for three other books 

with progressive studies designed for intermediate and advanced trumpet students.”11 

Unfortunately, professor Cascapera passed before the project could be completed. 

                                                 
10Fernando Morais, “Os Estudos foram escritos para o trompete em sí bemol. O trompete que todos têm no 

Brasil.” Survey answer to author on July 28, 2020, trans. by author. 
11Sergio Cascapera (1955-2017), Eu tenho projeto para outros três livros com estudos progressivos para 

estudantes intermediários e avançados. In a telephone conversation with Sergio Cascapera on May 23, 2016, trans. 

by author. 
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These are considered the most important available sources on Brazilian trumpet 

pedagogy and still they do not include Brazilian characteristic trumpet studies for advanced 

level. Then, Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais seems to fulfil 

the niece of Brazilian characteristic studies for unaccompanied solo trumpet. 

Currently, Brazilian composers and teachers are driving more attention to Brazilian 

popular music, and some colleges are offering degrees in Brazilian popular music, such as at the 

Federal University of Paraiba. Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo were added to the 

undergraduate trumpet program at the University of Brasilia, where they serve as pedagogical 

studies. There has also been some interest in adding them to the unaccompanied trumpet 

repertoire of the undergraduate degree in trumpet performance at the Federal University of 

Pernambuco (UFPE). 

 

Brazilian Music History Sources 

 

To develop this research, I investigated the historical and current practices of trumpet 

playing and teaching in Brazil. Like historical practices, the current practices are not well 

documented. A quote by Elba Ramalho, who wrote a dissertation about the life and music of 

Luiz Gonzaga (1997) says that “we can find few historical indicators in religious documents or 

in European travelers’ literature.”12 For instance, the book Viagem Pelo Brasil (or Reise in 

Brasilien) by the German travelers Spix and Martius, which was published in 1823 and is 

considered one of the most complete encyclopedias about Brazilian diversity, contains some 

examples of Brazilian music, including lundu (a style referenced by Morais in the estudos). 

                                                 
12Elba Ramalho Braga, "Luiz Gonzaga: His Career and His Music." PhD Thesis, University of Liverpool. 

484 pp. (C9825802). 
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There are also incidental references such as “in Pernambuco it was founded, in 1645, an 

army band with clarins, charamelas and other military instruments” in História da Música 

Brasileira: Dos Primórdios ao Início do Século XX by Bruno Kiefer.13 Other incidental historical 

information might be found in newspaper ads - found in the archives of the National library of 

Rio de Janeiro, which includes information about Klier’s music store at the downtown Rio de 

Janeiro around 1836. 

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, in 1808, the Portuguese court escaped the 

Napoleonic invasion and went to Brazil. Then, by 1816 D. João VI hired French artists, 

musicians, painters, carpenters, architects, etc. The court was interested in the artistic and 

cultural development of the colony that had become the capital. This moment in Brazil’s history 

is known as the “French Artistic Mission”14 and it culminated with the foundation of the Imperial 

Academy of Fine Arts in 1826; where João Bartholomeo Klier possibly worked.15 

The book Música e Sociedade no Brasil Colonial by Rogério Budasz, which can be 

accessed online through the National Library of Rio de Janeiro’s archives, provides historical 

information about Brazilian popular music. For instance, Rogério Budasz says that “the musical 

repertoire of the first settlers and their descendants would also include work songs to go along 

with daily activities, soothing and singing, in both Portuguese and tupi.”16 

                                                 
13Bruno Kiefer, […] em Pernambuco estabeleceu-se, em 1645, um abanda do exército com clarins, 

charamelas e outros instrumentos belicosos. História da Música Brasileira (rio Grande do Sula, Brazil: Editora 

Movimento, 1976), 17. 
14Enciclopédia Itaú Cultural de Arte e Cultura Brasileiras, “Missão Artística Francesa.” São Paulo: Itaú 

Cultural, last updated September 6, 2015, accessed September 25, 2019, 

http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/termo340/missao-artistica-francesa. 
15Leandro Santana da Silva, “O Choro Carioca do Gramofone ao Tocante: Relação e Diferenças nas 

Formas de Produção e Divulgação da Música Popular Urbana Antre as Esferas Erudita e Popular da Cidade do Rio 

de Janeiro, November 10, 2016, accessed September 18, 2020, http://wpro.rio.rj.gov.br/revistaagcrj/wp-

content/uploads/2016/11/e10_a15.pdf. 
16Rogério Budasz, “Música e Sociedade no Brasil Colonial” accessed September 18, 2020, 

http://livros01.livrosgratis.com.br/mre000135.pdf. 
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In Modernismo e Música Brasileira, Elisabeth Travassos comments that Brazilian 

composers were contractually prohibited to perform Brazilian popular music in concert halls. On 

the other hand, imported expressions and styles were considered stylish and composers such as 

Chiquinha Gonzaga and Ernesto Nazareth (both referenced in Morais’ estudos) gained important 

venues by using imported expressions such as the Argentinian tango to describe the Brazilian 

maxixe. 
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CHAPTER III 

Methodology 

Steps of the Analysis, and the Types and Sources Studied 

This pedagogical analysis was divided in three steps. In The first step, for the estudos that 

use popular themes, those themes were identified and discussed within the historical context; 

knowing about the history will favor to the teaching and performance of the estudos. Second, a 

compositional analysis highlighted the most important and unique musical aspects of the 

Brazilian popular music found in the estudos, including form, rhythm, harmony, melody, and the 

use of expressions to define style or interpretive recommendations by the composer. Third, to 

interpret Morais’ estudos, trumpet method books were suggested; especially regarding the 

technical challenges of each of the estudos. Also, the estudos are placed next to other well-

known non-Brazilian studies that compare favorably with Morais’, especially in terms of length, 

range and difficulty level. 

In addition to the analysis, I created a performance guide with observation to specific 

techniques necessary for the performance of the estudos, such as the use of multiphonics, fast 

fingering and equipment. I have included an appendix with a glossary of Brazilian musical terms 

encountered in the estudos, and a suggested listening list of the songs which the estudos were 

based on. I have also recorded ten of the fourteen estudos to serve as interpretive reference and 

released them in an album, which is available in virtual stores; interviewed the composer and 

sent a survey including the trumpet players to whom the estudos were dedicated. 

Brazilian music is diverse and the application of traditional formal structures in the 

Brazilian music might depend on its origins and influences. For instance, modinha is considered 

a Brazilian style, but it is borne from Portuguese influences.  
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In the book The Music of Brazil, David P. Appleby says that there are three terms that 

imply specific musical styles in Brazil: música folclórica (or folk music), música popular (or 

popular music), música erudita (art music). However, there is no clear definition for each of 

those terms. 

Important Brazilian composers who studied in Europe started a movement of Brazilian 

nationalist music in the beginning of the twentieth century. Maria di Cavalcante mentions that 

the Brazilian nationalist music “is essentially neoclassicist with respect to formal principles and 

language: it employs classical forms (suite, sonata, variations, etc.) and traditional melodic and 

harmonic structures using elements of Brazilian folk music.”17 However, some Brazilian styles, 

such as choro, existed before the Brazilian nationalist movement, and these styles may carry 

forms that resemble European musical forms, such as rondo. 

Among Morais’ estudos it is possible to find forms such as simple binary, theme with 

variations, and fantasia. In the book Form in Music, Wallace Berry says that “an almost 

invariable principle in the forms of traditional music has been division, by one or more strong 

cadences, into two or more contrasting and related sections.”18 For technique and comparison, I 

consulted the sets of trumpet studies comparable to Morais’ estudos and other sources on musical 

interpretation and technique, including Musical Performance: A Guide to Understanding by John 

Rink, and Phrasing and Articulation: A contribution to a rhetoric of music, with 152 musical 

examples by Hermann Keller; translated by Leigh Gerdine. 

To provide the translation of the Brazilian musical terms encountered in Morais’ estudos, 

I consulted dictionaries such as The A to Z of Foreign Musical Terms: From Adagio to Zierlich: 

                                                 
17Maria Di Cavalcanti, Brazilian Nationalistic Elements in the Brasilianas of Osvaldo Lacerda. PhD 

Dissertation: Louisiana State University, accessed September 18, 2020, 

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/gradschool_majorpapers/39/. 
18Wallace Berry, Form in Music: Binary (Prentice-Hall Inc… Englewood Cliff, New Jersey, 1986) 32. 
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A Dictionary for Performers and Students by Christine Ammer, The Harvard Dictionary of 

Music by Don Michael Randel, the Brazilian Portuguese dictionaries such as Guig: Dicionário 

de Termos, Gírias e Expressões Musicais! by Valeria Leal de Oliveira and A Dictionary of 

Informal Brazilian Portuguese with English Index by Bobby Chamberlain and Ronald Harmon. 

The reasons for consulting various sources to translate is because different dictionaries present 

different meanings and to translate from Portuguese to English, the words do not always translate 

with the same connotation. 

For information about Brazilian trumpet teaching and playing, I consulted the most used 

Brazilian trumpet method books, incidental documents that include biographical information 

about composers referenced in Morais’ estudos, books such as Música e Sociedade no Brasil 

Colonial by Rogério Budasz, and the New Grove Dictionary. For instance, the New Grove 

Dictionary says that it was during D. João VI’s stay in Rio de Janeiro that European professional 

musicians started migrating to Brazil, including Marcos Portugal and Sigismumd Neukomm. 

Marcos Portugal composed Hino Patriótico da Nação Portuguesa (or Patriotic Anthem 

of the Portuguese Nation). This piece dated from 1810, was written for a military band and 

includes two trumpet parts in B-flat. Also, most of Sigismumd Neukomm’s remaining 

compositions were written in Rio de Janeiro while he served at the Portuguese court. For 

instance, his Symphony Opus 19 dated from 1818 was written for a classical orchestra, and it 

includes pairs of trumpets in D. About Neukomm, Meyer said “the composer determined in his 

testament that after his death all his catalog should be printed and sent to his friends in Europe 

and all scientific societies that conceived him titles, as well as to public libraries of all countries 
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where he had travelled.”19 Those composers are not cited in Morais’ estudos, but the two pieces 

suggested at least two types of trumpet playing in Brazil during the nineteenth century; military 

and orchestral. 

Brazilian popular music, currently, reflects almost five hundred years of external and 

internal influences, including European, African and native Brazilian indigenous music. Also, 

because Brazil has a huge territory, different areas developed distinct urban styles, including 

samba, maxixe, and valsa and rural styles, including aboio and baião. 

Mark Brill20 said that Brazil is possibly the most musically diverse country in the 

Americas. To reference this rich musical diversity, Morais used well-known Brazilian popular 

themes in the estudos. That makes them unique in content and highlights their relevance in an 

international context. 

Works that Provide a Model 

In 2012, the Brazilian horn player Rinaldo Fonseca wrote the doctoral dissertation “20 

Estudos Característicos Brasileiros Para Trompa: A Performance Guide.” This document was 

intended to serve as a pedagogical guide for Morais’ estudos for the French horn and served as 

basis for this pedagogical analysis. 

Rinaldo analyzed in detail some of the 20 Estudos Característicos Brasileiros Para 

Trompa by Fernando Morais and included information about the form, rhythm, harmony, melody 

and special techniques required for the performance of some of the horn studies, such as 

multiphonics. In addition to that, he included a preparatory list of exercises from well-known 

                                                 
19Adriano de Castro Meyer, “O Catálogo Temático de Neukomm e as Obras Compostas no Brasil.” Revista 

Eletrônica de Musicologia, vol. 5, No. 1. Departamento de Artes da UFPR, June 1, 2000, acessed September 18, 

2020, http://www.rem.ufpr.br/_REM/REMv5.1/vol5-1/neukomm.htm. 
20 Mark Brill, Music of Latin America and the Caribbean (Routledge: New York 2016). 
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authors for performing the horn studies, such as Verne Reynold’s Forty-Eight Etudes for French 

Horn. Morais’ estudos were analyzed in the same fashion, with the addition of the historical 

background of the Brazilian popular music referenced in them. From the analysis of Rinaldo’s 

work, and conversations with him, Fernando Morais and some of the trumpet players who 

received the dedication in the estudos, it was possible to identify that Morais’ French horn 

studies are mainly pedagogical and are organized in increasing difficulty. Estudos Bem-

Humorados para Trompete Solo are meant to for concert performance. Morais has stated 

explicitly that “these are concert estudos.”21 Also, these estudos are not organized in increasing 

difficulty. 

Currently, the most significant research about trumpet playing and teaching in Brazil is a 

master’s thesis by Ulissis Rolfini “Um Repertório Imperial Real Para os Clarins,” which has not 

been translated from Portuguese. In general, Rolfini indicates that trumpet playing and teaching 

in Brazil during the colonial period (1522 – 1822) was similar to Europeans practices. Especially 

because several trumpeters working in Brazil during that time served the Portuguese court. For 

instance, Doderer,22 cites a document dated from October 23, 1723 containing a list with names 

of sixteen trumpet players that were part of a trumpet ensemble reported in Portugal. In addition 

to that, Brazil became the capital of the Portuguese Colonial Empire in 1808 until 1822; when 

Brazil became independent. The Portuguese court brought to Brazil their entire structure, 

including musical ensembles. 

In addition to other sources referred in the document, both works provided a model for 

my work. They formed a good basis for a substantial result in this pedagogical analysis. 

                                                 
21Fernando Morais, Os estudos são concertantes, e-mail message to author, December 2, 2014, trans. by 

author. 
22Gerhard Doderer, “A Constituição da Banda Real na Corte Joanina (1721-24).” Revista Portuguesa de 

Musicologia no. 13, Lisboa, accessed September 18, 2020, http://rpm-ns.pt/index.php/rpm/article/view/121. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Historical, Compositional, and Pedagogical Analysis 

 

This historical analysis includes an overview of the Brazilian composers, styles and songs 

referenced by Fernando Morais for the composition of the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para 

Trompete Solo. The overview also includes an analysis of references found in the titles and in the 

musical excerpts, and a brief historical background of the dedicatees, highlighting their 

prominence for the trumpet in Brazil and abroad. Additionally, in some cases, a historical overview 

of social happenings was also needed. 

A composition analysis of Morais’ estudos was important for the examination of the way 

Morais incorporated Brazilian popular styles into his material, and items such as rhythm, 

melody, harmony, dynamics and texture. However, some of those estudos were organized under 

a structure that makes it a challenge for the application of traditional labels such as sonata, rondo, 

binary, fantasia, etc. 

Identifying and applying the traditional labels to Morais’ estudos was challenging because 

Morais’ references Brazilian dance styles in the estudos and these dances have their own traditional 

forms. For example, choro is traditionally written in ABACA, whereas modinha is “a form 

relatively free.”23 In most cases, the estudos are hybrid; they referenced and incorporated part of 

the forms of existing songs, plus the addition of original material by Morais. 

The inventiveness of Morais’ estudos made it also a challenge to compare them with other 

non-Brazilian studies. A characteristic found in all estudos is that all of them have the same texture, 

homophonic, as they are solo unaccompanied estudos. Then, aspects such as melody, technique, 

rhythm, and cadenzas were used as parameters for the comparison. A vertical harmonic analysis 

                                                 
23Sylvio Lago, “Música Erudita Brasileira: Gêneros e Formas,” accessed December 6, 2019, 

shorturl.at/fnCMZ. 
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in this case could be subjective to the interpretation of the performer as the trumpet plays one 

melodic line. 

The examination of the historical background and theoretical elements of a piece, 

including key and key signatures, time signatures, harmonic progression, etc. might be one of the 

most important components of the preparation for a performance. This knowledge contributes for 

a more accurate performance and it might serve as an evaluation tool as the performer conveys 

the composer’s thoughts into music. 

Associated with the knowledge about the history and theory, there are practice strategies 

that can be applied to the preparation and instruction of Morais’ estudos. These practice 

strategies include repetition, blocked practice, interleaved practice, and visualization. 

Repetition is among the most common practice strategies. “While its known that 

repetition is a common practice strategy employed in the practice sessions of all musicians, very 

little is known about the extent to which musicians of high proficiency levels use repetition.”24 

Repeated information is not always processed as new information and the brain is naturally 

going to lose some focus, or spend less attention in each run. As a result, this strategy might lead 

students to a mindless practice, causing boredom and a non-complete engagement with the task. 

On the other hand, mindful repetition after evaluating the previous runs still works if the 

repetition has new approaches. For instance, play-sing-buzz-pay, analyze breathing spots, switch 

hands to finger the passage and mentally play the passage before physically playing it are 

elements that can be added or removed from each run. 

                                                 
24Lisa M. Maynard, "The Role of Repetition in the Practice Sessions of Artist Teachers and Their 

Students." Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education, no. 167 (2006): 61-72, accessed June 9, 2020. 

www.jstor.org/stable/40319290. 
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Blocked practice refers to the way of practicing different materials in separate and short 

sections throughout a certain period of time. Blocked practice is a way of focusing on the 

development or improvement of one skill at a time. Then, not only the practiced materials, such 

as pieces, technical exercises or studies, are practiced in small chunks, but also the practice 

session as a whole. For example, if a student divides a piece in three sections A, B and C, using 

this practice strategy the student would practice AAA, BBB, CCC, and that could be divided into 

three or more practice sessions. 

Interleaved practicing (or random practice) also consists of practicing in blocks. 

However, in the interleaved strategy the student would not practice one skill at a time but will 

mix instead of repeating each section. For example, if a piece is divided into three sections (i.e. 

A, B and C), it would be practiced ABCACBAC and so on. “Students using interleaved 

practice performed worse than their counterparts using block practice during the practice session 

but performed better when tested at a later date”25. Then, interleaved (or random) practice can be 

more effective than blocked practice in the long term. 

Visualization, or mental practice, is a way of practicing and improving musical skills 

while away from the instrument. Creating a mental image of the performance might reduce 

physical wear from practicing, help with memorization, make a more efficient use of the practice 

time with the instrument, and reduce the levels of anxiety during the performance. 

Brazil is a big and diverse country and its diversity is reflected on its popular music. 

“Brazilian music is an Afro-European fusion. While this is true in most of Latin America, the 

                                                 
25Jake Jenkins, “Interleaved Practice: A Secret Enhanced Learning Technique.” Last modified April 29, 

2013, accessed August 18, 2020, http://marker.to/PfmIDK. 
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Afro-European traditions in Brazil differ in rhythm and dance form.”26 Furthermore, David Hess 

and Roberto da Matta in the book “The Brazilian Puzzle: Culture in the Borderlands of the 

Western World” wrote that: 

“Brazilian Popular music today can be traced to two forms that emerged in the urban 

centers in the eighteen century: The African-influenced dance, lundú; and the Portuguese 

modinha. In the nineteenth century, European rhythms such as polka and waltz were 

incorporated into the Brazilian music idiom. Another rhythm that had an enormous 

influence was the Cuban habanera. Mixed with Brazilian genres mentioned above, they 

formed the forerunners of what today is called MPB (Brazilian Popular Music).”27 

One of the most important components of the Brazilian popular music in the estudos is 

the syncopation. Brazilian popular styles are found to be written more commonly in simple meter 

than compound meter. Mario de Andrade wrote that “it is possible that the syncopation, more 

probably imported from Portugal than Africa, contributed to develop the Brazilian rhythmic 

fantasy.”28 Andrade also says that it is not possible to describe its function because the melody 

originates in the weak part of the bar (or the beat) and prolongates until the strong part but does 

not bring any accents with it. The accompanying instruments are the ones that play the accents to 

emphasize the choreographic movements of each dance style. 

Another important factor for the performance of the estudos is the articulation. In this 

context, articulation can be defined as the way one sound connects to another or separates. For 

instance, in Brazilian popular music rhythms must be performed precisely as written due to the 

amount of melodic and rhythmic syncopations. This is unlike American Jazz swing, another 

form of popular music, in which ensembles play on the “back side of the beat.” The poplar styles 

                                                 
26Tijana Ilich, “An Overview of Braziian Music: Beyond Samba and Bossa Nova.” Live About. Last 

modified February 5, 2019, accessed September 13, 2020, https://www.liveabout.com/about-music-in-brazil-

2141925. 
27 David J. Hess, Roberto da Matta, Roberto DaMatta, “The Brazilian Puzzle: Culture on Borderlands of 

Western World,” accessed September 13, 2020, shorturl.at/dtwH1. 
28 Mario de Andrade, “Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira.” São Paulo: Vila Rica; Brasília: INL, 1972. p. 10, 

accessed September 13, 2020, https://www.ufrgs.br/cdrom/mandrade/mandrade.pdf. 
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presented in the estudos are usually performed with light articulation. For lyrical single tonguing 

and non-slurred passages, the trumpet player uses the syllable “da;” for non-slurred passages 

using double tonguing the trumpet player uses the syllables “da-ga;” and for non-slurred 

passages requiring triple tonguing, the trumpet player uses “da-ga-da.” For non-lyrical and non-

slurred passages, the trumpet player uses the same principles with the syllables “ta” and “ca.”  

The preparation of the estudos requires the mastering of trumpet fundamental skills, 

including single, double and triple tonguing, wide intervals (slurred and separated), and scales; 

these are skills commonly found in traditional trumpet method books. Then, another strategy that 

might be applied to all estudos is to practice each of them in small excerpts, such as by phrase, 

cadences, pauses or breath marks. Practicing these excerpts separately before trying to perform 

the entire piece favors the engagement with the piece and conveying the composer’s thoughts 

into music. 

 

“Estudo No. 1 Se Ernesto Tocasse Trompete” 
 

 

Figure 2: Ernesto Nazareth (1863 – 1934)29 

                                                 
29Ernesto Nazareth (1863 – 1934), accessed August 18, 2020, 

http://www.ernestonazareth.com.br/a_obra_de_ernesto_nazareth.php?area=1. 
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Historical Analysis 

 

“Estudo No. 1 Se Ernesto Tocasse Trompete” references Ernesto Nazareth, a nineteenth-

twentieth century Brazilian pianist and composer. He was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1863 and 

started studying piano with his mom. Ernesto also studied piano with the professors Eduardo 

Moreira and Lucien Lambert and started composing at a young age. He earned a living by 

teaching private piano lessons and performing in many venues, including Cine-Teatro Odeon, 

which named one of his most popular songs “Odeon.” 

“Estudo No. 1 Se Ernesto Tocasse Trompete” quotes “Brejeiro,” a Brazilian tango. Some 

composers, such as Ernesto Nazareth, considered that the Brazilian tango was musically superior 

than maxixe. However, both styles carry similar musical characteristics, including the rhythmic 

syncopation called by Mário de Andrade “characteristic syncopation,”30 and it is possible that 

some composers attributed imported expressions to this Brazilian popular style in order to 

perform in concert halls without breaking their contracts; they were contractually not allowed to 

perform Brazilian popular styles related to African roots such as maxixe. 

This estudo was dedicated to Flávio Gabriel, who teaches trumpet at Federal University 

of Rio Grande do Norte (UFRN). Before teaching at UFRN, Flávio taught at Federal University 

of Uberlandia and served as utility trumpet at Sao Paulo State Symphony Orchestra (OSESP). 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

“Estudo No. 1” incorporates two Brazilian styles, valsa and maxixe. As a result, it 

includes two different time signatures (2/4 and 3/4). This estudo modulates from G minor to G 

                                                 
30Enciclopédia Itaú Cultural de Arte e Cultura Brasileiras, “Maxixe.” São Paulo: Itaú Cultural, last 

modified April 28, 2020, accessed September 18, 2020, http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/termo13778/maxixe. 
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major; the 3/4 sections are in G minor, whereas the 2/4 sections are in G major, as shown in 

musical example 1. 

 
Music Example 1: “Estudo No. 1” Key and time signatures 

Morais quoted Ernesto Nazareth’s “Brejeiro” four times in “Estudo No. 1.” The first time 

was on m. 17 with the motif of Nazareth’s song as shown in musical example 1.2 and 1.2. The 

second was on pickups to m. 35 – 36, as shown in musical examples 1.3 and 1.4. Then, the motif, 

as shown in musical example 1.1, is quoted two more times from pickups to m. 63-66 with a 

slight melodic variation, as shown in musical example 1.5. 

 

Musical Example 1.1: Quotation from “Brejeiro” in “Estudo No. 1” 

 

Musical Example 1.2: “Brejeiro”31 

Musical examples 1.1 and 1.2 illustrates the direct rhythmic and melodic quotes from 

Ernesto Nazareth’s “Brejeiro” into “Estudo No. 1.” As the musical examples shows, Morais’ 

quote was composed a minor third up in relation to the original song. 

                                                 
31IMSLP, “Bregeiro: Tango,” accessed August 18, 2020, 

http://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/b/bd/IMSLP613835-PMLP26050-brejeiro.pdf. 
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Musical Example 1.3: Quotation from “Brejeiro” in “Estudo No. 1” 

 

 
Musical Example 1.4: Ernesto Nazareth “Brejeiro”32 

Musical examples 1.3 and 1.4 illustrates the direct melodic rhythmic quotations of 

“Brejeiro” in “Estudo No. 1.” Morais’ quotation in musical example 1.3 is a thirteenth, or a 

compound sixth interval, lower than the original in musical example 1.4. 

 
Musical Example 1.5: Quotation from “Brejeiro” in “Estudo No. 1” 

 This quotation from “Brejeiro” in musical example 1.5 has a melodic and a rhythmic 

variation. The tied G-sharp 4 at the end of the quotation differs from the original theme, which 

would have been a repeated B4. Also, the pickups on musical example 1.5 would happen in the 

second half of the first beat instead of second half of the first beat. 

One of the most significant elements of the Brazilian popular music of “Estudo No. 1” 

can be found at the reference of Ernesto’s song, especially on the rhythm pattern shown by the 

sixteenth-eight-sixteenth (see musical examples 1.3, 1.4). This pattern is even called 

brasileirinho, or little Brazilian, because it appears frequently on the Brazilian popular music, 

especially those that are popular dance music such as choro, samba and frevo. 

                                                 
32Ibid., 24. 
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Musical example 1.6: “Não Deixe o Samba Morrer”33 

 
Musical example 1.7: “Chorinho de Gafieira”34 

 

 

Musical example 1.8: “Lucinha no Frevo”35 

Musical examples 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 show the use of the rhythmic cell sixteenth-eight-

sixteenth as a characteristic of Brazilian syncopation present in samba, choro and frevo. This 

rhythmic cell is also present in “Estudo No. 1” as shown in musical example 1.4. 

Regarding the formal structure, this estudo was composed in a fantasia (or fantasy) form. 

Fantasia is “a composition free in form and inspiration, usually for a soloist,”36 and “Estudo No. 

1” employs lyrical and virtuoso passages and syncopated rhythm patterns (see musical examples 

1, 1.3, 1.6). 

                                                 
33Super Partituras, “Não Deixe o Samba Morrer,” accessed September 14, 2020, 

https://www.superpartituras.com/Content/demonstracoes/nao-deixe-o-samba-morrer.jpg. 
34Otávio Quartier, ‘Chorinho de Gafieira. Astor Silva, 1955.” Scribd, accessed September 14, 2020, 

https://imgv2-1-f.scribdassets.com/img/document/397862684/original/a25852e1e6/1598975642?v=1. 
35Frevos de Pernambuco, “Lucinha No Frevo. Maestro Duda,” accessed September 14, 2020, 

http://www.frevo.pe.gov.br/pdf/lucinhanofrevo/1trompete.pdf. 
36Britannica Encyclopedia, “Fantasia: Music,” accessed August 12, 2020, 

https://www.britannica.com/art/fantasia-music. 
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Musical example 1.9: “Estudo No. 1” virtuoso passages 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to “Brejeiro” by Ernesto 

Nazareth, interpreted by “Banda do Corpo de Bombeiros” (1905) and by Yamandu Costa (2019). 

The goal for listening to a performance of a new piece before performing it is to make yourself 

acquainted with this new piece. While listening to the interpretations of “Brejeiro,” the listener 

should pay attention to the contrasts involving tempo, style, dynamics, articulation, phrasing, and 

rhythmic variations. For instance, the “Banda do Corpo de Bombeiros” plays the composition 

straight, upbeat with short articulation, whereas Yamandu Costa plays “Brejeiro” slower, with 

more freedom, including melodic variations and even modulating to a minor key. Then, based on 

the two performances and what Morais indicated in the sheet music, the performer can decide on 

what would represent an authentic performance of “Estudo No. 1.” Then, the performer might 

listen to the recording of this estudo in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-

Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of “Estudo No. 1” is in regard to range. Besides the length 

of the estudo and width of the range (see musical example 1.5) with low range in the beginning 

and high range in the end, the places where those registers appear requires a solid domain of the 

fundamentals and strong endurance from the performer. Besides that, this estudo also offers the 
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possibilities to work with techniques including wide slurs, staccato, fast fingering, alternative 

fingering, trills, range and cadenzas. Trumpet method books that will serve for the preparation of 

this estudo include Max Schlossberg  Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet, for the 

wide slurs and alternative fingering; Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, in 

regards to fast fingering; Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, for 

staccato, and trills; Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep Breathing, in regards 

to the long phrases. 

Musical example 1.7 displays the range on “Estudo No. 1,” which expands from A3 up to 

D6. For this estudo, Morais offered an optional line where the original range goes up to the D6 

and C on trumpet as in musical example 1.6. Dynamics on “Estudo No. 1” expand from 

pianissimo to fortissimo and the method Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for 

Trumpet might be helpful for the preparation of this estudo. 

 

Musical Example 1.10: Range of “Estudo No. 1” 

 
Musical Example 1.11: “Estudo No. 1” optional notes in parenthesis 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that would compare favorably to “Estudo No. 1” it 

includes Théo Charlier - 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour Trompette, Cornet a Pistons, ou Bugle 

Sib, étude 6. Both Morais’ “Estudo No. 1” and Charlier’s étude no. 6 include wide slurs, 

staccato, trills, alternative fingerings and cadenzas. Morais’ estudo adds to Charlier’s including 
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fast fingering a wider range; Morais’ expands from A below the staff up to D above the staff 

while Charlier’s expands from A3 up to B5. 

 

Musical Example 1.12: Théo Charlier étude 6 

 

Musical Example 1.13: “Estudo No. 1” 

When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate method book exercises with the 

technical challenges found in “Estudo No. 1.” The recommendations about what method book 

and what exercise will favor the student for the performance of this estudo will depend on the 

student’s challenges. For example, if the student seems to have challenges with wide slurs, such 

as in the beginning and the ending of “Estudo No. 1,” the instructor might recommend practicing 

Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet - Exercise 33 (see musical 

examples 1.14 and 1.15). 

 

Musical Example 1.14: Wide slurs in “Estudo No. 1” 

 

Musical Example 1.15: Max Schlossberg wide slurs exercise 
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The instructor might also recommend that the student explore different patterns in the 

exercise, such as playing in different tempi, alternating between slurred and separated, and 

playing the exercise in different keys. 

 

“Estudo No. 2 Dilermando e o Trompete” 
 

 

Figure 3: Dilermando Reis (1916 - 1977)37 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references the Brazilian twentieth century composer, guitarist and teacher 

Dilermando Reis. He was born in São Paulo in 1916, but lived most of his life in Rio de Janeiro, 

where he died in 1977. His father, Francisco Reis, was Dilermando’s first teacher. Dilermando 

composed over a hundred popular songs and recorded more than forty albums. As a professor, 

some of his students included Juscelino Kubitscheck (the 21st Brazilian president 1956-1961, who 

                                                 
37Choro Music, “Dilermando Reis. Choro Music Blogspot.” Last modified February 1, 2008, accessed 

August 15, 2020, http://choro-music.blogspot.com/2008/02/dilermando-reis-revisited.html. 
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built the current Brazilian capital “Brasília”) and Bola Sete (Djalma de Almeida), who was 

influential for Brazilian and international guitarists including the Mexican Carlos Santana. “Carlos 

pays tribute to three of his biggest influences: jazz great West Montgomery, the brilliant and almost 

forgotten Hungarian guitarist Gabor Szabo, and the passionate Afro-Brazilian Bola Sete.” Some 

of Dilermando’s songs became very popular among guitarists of Brazil and abroad; songs 

including “Se Ela Perguntar,” which was referenced by Morais on “Estudo No. 2.” 

This estudo was dedicated to Gilberto Siqueira. Gilberto Siqueira served as principal and 

solo trumpet for the São Paulo Symphony Orchestra (OSESP) for forty years. Marcelo Lopes, 

trumpeter and executive director of the OSESP Foundation said: 

While I was a trumpet student in the beginning of the 1980s, I had access to the recordings 

of great orchestras, and nothing of what I could see live compared to that brass sound of 

the recordings. It seemed like that sonority was a myth, it could not exist live, only in the 

American and European recording studios. At the first time I heard Gilbberto Siqueira 

playing with OSESP, at the Teatro Cultura Artística, the revelation came to me: that sound 

existed. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

“Estudo No. 2” incorporates the Brazilian style valsa. It was composed entirely in 3/4 meter 

and is mostly in lyrical style, which embodies the characteristics of Dilermando’s valses; it was 

composed in the key of A minor. Regarding formal structure, this estudo was composed in a 

compound ternary form with three sections (A - B - C) where none of the sections are repeated or 

recapitulated. 

Morais quoted Dilermando Reis’s song “Se Ela Perguntar” in three spots of “Estudo No. 

2.” The first excerpt occurs on pickups to m. 10 – 15 (see musical examples 2 and 2.1). The second 

time on pickups to m. 18 - 22. Then, on mm. 44 - 46 and pickups to mm. 54 - 63 there are quotes 

with slight melodic variations (see musical examples 2.3 – 2.6). 
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Musical Example 2: Dilermando Reis “Se Ela Perguntar”38  

 

Musical Example 2.1: “Estudo No. 2” Morais’ first quotation from “Se Ela Perguntar” 

Musical examples 2 and 2.1 illustrate the direct rhythmic and melodic quotes from 

“Estudo No. 2.” Morais quoted the of “Se Ela Perguntar” an octave and a fifth below the original 

theme, or compound interval of thirteenth below as shown in the musical examples above. 

 

Musical Example 2.2: Dilermando Reis “Se Ela Perguntar”39 

 

Musical Example 2.3: “Estudo No. 2” second quotation from “Se Ela Perguntar” 

Musical examples 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the direct melodic and rhythmic quotations from 

“Se Ela Perguntar.” As shown in the examples, Morais wrote this second quotation a fifth below 

from the original melody by Dilermando Reis. 

                                                 
38Guitar Music, “Se Ela Perguntar,” accessed August 15, 2020, 

https://guitarmusic.info/system/files/pdf/Perguntar.pdf. 
39Ibid., p. 27. 
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Musical Example 2.4: Dilermando Reis “Se Ela Perguntar”40 

 

Musical Example 2.5: “Estudo No. 2” third quotation from “Se Ela Perguntar.” 

Musical examples 2.4 and 2.5 illustrates the direct melodic and intervallic quotations from 

“Se Ela Perguntar” into “Estudo No. 2.” Morais quoted “Se Ela Perguntar” an octave and a fifth 

below the original, which is a compound interval of a thirteenth, but the intervallic relation is the 

same on both the original and Morais’ quotation, as shown in the musical example. The quotation 

differs from the original in the use of sixteenth notes in ‘Estudo No. 2,” whereas Dilermando used 

eight notes. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer is encouraged to listen to “Se Ela Perguntar” 

by Dilermando Reis, which was first recorded in 1958 in the album “Sua Majestade O Violão,” 

and is also available in recordings by other artists, including Raphael Rabelo in the album “Relendo 

Dilermando Reis.” While listening to these two interpretations, the listener should pay attention to 

                                                 
40Ibid., p. 27. 
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the character of the piece, the phrasing style, ornaments, tempo, dynamics and rhythmic variations. 

Then, the performer might listen to the recording of this estudo in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante 

Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge in “Estudo No. 2” is the transition from low to high register; 

the range expands between the lowest to the highest point in one phrase, as shown in musical 

example 2.7 and 2.8. Dynamics in this estudo expand from piano to fortissimo. Besides that, this 

estudo offers the opportunity to work with intervals, fast fingerings, double tonguing, wide slurs, 

and glissando. Then, trumpet method books that will favor the interpreter to prepare for the 

performance of this estudo include Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for 

Trumpet, in regards to staccato and double tonguing; Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet, in regards to fast fingering; Max Schlossberg  Daily Drills and Technical Studies for 

Trumpet, in regards to wide slurs and range; Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep 

Breathing, in regards to the long phrases in the estudo. 

 

Musical Example 2.6: “Estudo No. 2” Transition from low to high register 

 

Musical Example 2.7: Range of “Estudo No. 2” 

Musical example 2.6 is an excerpt from “Estudo No. 2” and it illustrates the change of 

registers from low to high. Musical example 2.8 illustrates the range of “Estudo No. 2,” which 

can be observed in musical example 2.7. 
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Among the non-Brazilian etudes that would compare favorably with Morais’ “Estudo No. 

2” it includes Wurm - 20 Difficult Studies, etude 11. Both pieces have a lyrical character and 

include valse style, as shown in see musical examples 2.9 and 2.10. 

 

Musical Example 2.8: Wurm 20 Difficult Studies etude 11 

 

Musical Example 2.9: “Estudo No. 2” 

When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate its technical challenges with the 

technical exercises found in the suggested method books. For example, if the student is having 

challenges with double tonguing (as shown in musical example 2.11), the instructor might suggest 

Arban’s double tonguing exercise 85, as shown in musical example 2.12. If the student is having 

challenges with fast fingering (as shown in musical example 2.11), the instructor might 

recommend Clark’s technical exercises 1 – 25, as shown in musical example 2.13. 

 

Musical Example 2.10: “Estudo No. 2” fast fingering and double tongue 
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Musical Example 2.11: Arban double tonguing exercise 85  

 
Musical Example 2.12: Clarke fast fingering exercises 

The instructor might also suggest the student to apply different patterns when practicing 

the exercises. Another suggestion is to break the estudo in small sections and practice them as 

the techniques are perfected. For example, if fast fingering from Clarke is practiced, student can 

practice the fast fingering section of “Estudo No. 2” observing also the tempi, dynamics and 

range. 
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“Estudo No. 3 Um Trompete Callado.” 

 

 

Figure 4: Joaquim Callado (1848 – 1880)41 

Historical Analysis 

Morais’s “Estudo No. 3 Um trompete Callado,” references Joaquim Antônio da Silva 

Callado, a nineteenth century Brazilian composer and flutist. Callado was influential for the 

choro music in Brazil, especially as one of the founders of “Choro Carioca.” In this estudo, 

Morais used the theme from “Lundú Característico,” which is a short instrumental piece by 

Callado, composed and first performed in 1873.42 This was the first lundu ever performed in a 

concert hall in Brazil, and the performance was so successful that Callado was offered a position 

                                                 
41“Joaquim Antônio da Silva Callado (1848 – 1890),” accessed November 10, 2019, 

http://www.famososquepartiram.com/search/label/1880. 
42Eu Canto Samba, “O Pai do Choro – Joaquim Callado.” Cantora Sueli Gushi, accessed October 16, 2019, 

http://cantorasueligushi.blogspot.com/2012/03/o-pai-do-choro-joaquim-calado.html. 
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as the flute chair of the Rio de Janeiro Music Conservatoire, which was also known at the 

Imperial Music Conservatoire. 

Morais’ “Estudo No. 3” was dedicated to Reginaldo Farias,43 who played at the São 

Paulo Symphony Orchestra (1979-1980). The tittle “Um Trompete Callado” contains a 

homonym. Callado is Joaquim’s last name, but the pronunciation of “Callado” also means silent. 

Then, because “Estudo No. 3” was composed “in memoriam” and the pronunciation of Callado 

in Portuguese as “calado” (lower case “c” and one “l” in the second syllable) means “silent,” the 

title “Um Trompete Callado” contains the connotation of “a silent trumpet.” Additionally, 

Morais indicated the use of mute, which in Portuguese is surdina and refers to silence. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

This estudo includes the Brazilian style lundú. It was composed in the meters of 4/4, 3/4, 

and 2/4 in the key of G minor. “Estudo No. 3” was composed in a simple binary form and has no 

repeats or returns to the main theme. 

In “Estudo No. 3,” Morais quoted “Lundú Característico” by Joaquim Callado twice. The 

first quote happens from mm. 13 - 22 with a slight melodic variation on mm. 21-22, as shown in 

musical examples 3 and 3.1. Then, another quote from mm. 22 - 29 with some melodic variations 

as in musical examples 3.2 and 3.3. 

 
Musical Example 3: Joaquim Callado “Lundú Característico”44 

                                                 
43Fernando Dissenha, Os trompetistas da Osesp nas temporadas de concerto de 1977 e 1980, (2017). 

Universidade de São Paulo: São Paulo, SP, 2017, accessed August 27, 2020, 134, 

https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/27/27157/tde-07072017-

142440/publico/FERNANDODISSENHAVC.pdf. 
44Casa do Choro, “Lundú Característico,” accessed August 27, 2020, 

http://acervo.casadochoro.com.br/files/uploads/scores/score_1055.pdf. 
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Musical Example 3.1: “Estudo No. 3” first quotation from “Lundú Característico” 

Musical examples 3 and 3.1 illustrates the direct melodic and rhythmic quotation from 

“Lundú Característico” in “Estudo No. 3.” Morais’ quote was transposed a seventh below from 

the original, as shown in the musical examples.  

 
Musical Example 3.2: Joaquim Callado “Lundú Característico” 

 

 
Musical Example 3.3: “Estudo No. 3” second quotation from “Lundú Característico” 

Musical examples 3.2 and 3.3 illustrates the second direct melodic and rhythmic 

quotations from “Lundú Característico” in “Estudo No. 3.” Like in musical examples 3 and 3.1, 

in musical examples 3.2 and 3.3 Morais transposed the quotes an interval of a seventh below. 

The A section starts with a muted lyrical passage, right before the quote of the lundu 

theme, as shown in musical example 3.5. The B section includes virtuoso passages starting on m. 
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43 with the indication of quarter-note at 100 beats per minute, off-beat slurs and wide intervals, 

as shown in musical example 3.7. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer can listen to the performance of “Lundú 

Característico” by Joaquim Callado performed by Toninho Carrasqueira in the album “Joaquim 

Callado o Pai dos Chorões” Vol. 3 (2020). While listening, the performer should pay close 

attention to tempi, accents, and the character of the piece. The performer might also listen to the 

recording of this estudo in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados 

Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of this estudo involves the requirement for harmon mute. 

Its performance requires coordination between open and closed mute while pushing the valves as 

shown in musical example 3.5.  

Musical example 3.4 illustrates the range of “Estudo No. 3.” It expands from G3 up to B-

flat5. The dynamics in this estudo expand from piano to mezzo forte. 

 
Musical Example 3.4: Range of “Estudo No. 3” 

“Estudo No. 3” also offers possibilities to work with techniques including double 

tonguing, fast fingering, wide intervals, and long phrases. Then, for the preparation of this estudo 

the performer can use method books such as Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet; 

Robert Nagel Speed Studies for Trumpet (Horn or Clarinet) for fast fingering; Max 
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Schlossberg  Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet for the wide intervals; and Claude 

Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep Breathing. 

Besides the fundamental techniques, this estudo is unique in the collection by the use of 

harmon-mute. In this case, Morais gave the performer the challenge of holding the trumpet and 

pushing the valves with one hand while performing the wha-wha effects with the other hand. For 

the wha-wha effects, the little crosses on the top of the printed notes means that the player should 

close the steam with one hand, and the little circle means that the player should play with open 

steam. For right-handed trumpet players, the trumpet will be held with the right hand and the 

mute effects performed using the left hand and the other way around for left-handed trumpet 

players who push the valves with their left hand, as shown in musical example 3.5. 

 
Musical Example 3.5: “Estudo No. 3” open and closed harmon-mute 

Regarding the use of a harmon-mute, it was not possible to compare this estudo with any 

of the etudes among the analyzed sets of etudes. However, regarding other musical merits such 

as rhythm and articulation, it was possible to compare Morais’ “Estudo No. 3” with Wihelm 

Wurm – 20 Difficult Studies, étude 15, as shown in musical examples 3.6 and 3.7. 
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Musical Example 3.6: Wurm 20 Difficult Studies étude 15 

 

Musical Example 3.7: “Estudo No. 3” 

When teaching the performance of “Estudo No. 3,” the instructor might approach it from 

two ways. First, give instruction first without the mute because with the mute in it will add more 

resistance and the student might feel discouraged to perform the estudo. Then, once the student 

can play the estudo without the mute, give instruction with the mute in. 
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“Estudo No. 4 Os Sons Áridos do Trompete” 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo is different than the previous ones. Instead of referencing a specific composer 

or song, Morais referred to traditional popular music styles found in Pernambuco state, including 

aboio, xaxado, mamulengo, and caboclinho. Aboio is a solo vocal rural style which is sung by 

cowboys while gathering the cattle. It is traditionally modal and sung at a slow pace to calmly 

guide the cattle. “It is a rather dolente song or tune, a slow melody, well adapted to the slow 

walking of the animals, that always ends with a phrase of incitement to the cattle: ei boi! Boi 

surubim! Ei lá, boizinho!”45 

Xaxado, the second style in the estudo is an upbeat Northeastern Brazilian dance. Its 

name comes from the sound that the sandals make when dragging on the floor while dancing. 

Researchers have different opinions about the origins of the style. Roberto Benjamim considered 

that xaxado “is a rhythm and a dance from the semi-arid region (‘sertão’), with characteristics 

evident from indigenous cultures from the regions of Pajeú and Moxotó (Pernambuco).”46 Other 

researchers suggest that xaxado is a variation of baião, another fast tempo dance of Brazil’s 

Northeast; with origins related to the African lundu. 

Mamulengo is a theatrical puppet show found in Brazil’s Northeast. In this show, artists 

use puppets to tell popular stories to an audience. Sometimes the artists introduce themselves 

before or during the show, and other times they remain hidden. “The puppet show is a theatrical 

                                                 
45Lúcia Gaspar, “Aboio.” Fundação Joaquim Nabuco, accessed November 10, 2019, 

http://basilio.fundaj.gov.br/pesquisaescolar/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=89%3Aaboio&catid=

35%3Aletra-a&Itemid=1. 
46Lúcia Gaspar, “Xaxado.” Fundação Joaquim Nabuco, accessed November 10, 2019, 

http://basilio.fundaj.gov.br/pesquisaescolar_en/index.php?option=com_content&id=860:xaxado. 
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genre that differs from the theater actors, for utilizing puppets that come alive through the 

performance and voice of the puppet artist.”47 

Caboclinho is a Brazilian folk dance borne from Catholic liturgical festivals. There were 

two types of themes; conversion and resurrection. “Dances related to the conversion theme are 

the congada, marujada, and moçambique. Dances related to the resurrection theme include the 

quilombo caiapó, caboclinhos, and lambe sujo.”48 

The estudo was dedicated to Nailson Simões. He is from Quipapá, in the region of the 

“mata sul”49 of Pernambuco state. He retired as a trumpet professor the Federal University of Rio 

de Janeiro (UniRio) but before that he taught at the Federal University of Paraíba (UFPB), where 

he also served at the Paraíba State Symphony Orchestra, performed and recorded with the Brassil 

brass quintet. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

This estudo incorporates four Brazilian styles: aboio, xaxado, mamulengo, and 

caboclinho. Besides all style and tempo changes, this estudo was composed entirely in 2/4 meter 

in the key of A minor. The formal structure of this estudo is a rondo. Rondo movements “tend to 

be perceived in five, seven, or nine (or more) main parts and are labeled as A-B-A-B-A, A-B-A-

C-A, A-B-A-C-A-B-A, A-B-A-C-A-D-A, and so on, depending upon whether melodic/thematic 

material in the contrasting sections is interrelated or not.”50 

                                                 
47Zidalte Ramos de Macêdo, “Show de Mamulengos de Heraldo Lins: Construções e Transformações de 

um Espetáculo na Cultura Popular.” Editora IFRN: Natal, Brazil, p. 13. Accessed November 3, 2019, 

http://www.takey.com/LivreP_3.pdf. 
48David Appleby, The Music of Brazil. University of Texas: Austin (1983) p. 111. 
49Governo do Estado de Pernambuco, “Relação de Municípios, Por Região de Desenvolvimento,” accessed 

November 3, 2019, 

http://www.bde.pe.gov.br/visualizacao/Visualizacao_formato2.aspx?CodInformacao=798&Cod=1. 
50Spencer, P., Temko, Peter M. A Practical Approach to The Study of Form in Music: Ch. 9: the rondo 

principle, p. 170. Prentice Hall: New Jersey, 1988. 
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All Brazilian styles quoted by Morais in “Estudo No. 4” can be found in both modal and 

tonal melodies. Traditionally, these Brazilian Northeastern styles apply modes including Ionian, 

Lydian, Dorian and Mixolydian. In this estudo, Morais used the mode Mixolydian. The 

Mixolydian mode is a major scale with a lowered seventh degree. In the example of “Estudo No. 

4,” there is a C Mixolydian mode, as shown in musical example 4.  

 
Musical Example 4: “Estudo No. 4” passage using Mixolydian mode 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to at least one example of each 

of the styles aboio, xaxado, mamulengo, tempo de caboclinho. While listening, it is important to 

pay attention to the character of each style, tempi, melodic contour, dynamics and rhythmic 

variations. For instance, aboio is a type of song that is sung with no accompaniment in a 

recitative style. Then, the performer can be somewhat flexible with tempi and phrasing in the 

aboio section at the beginning of the estudo. An example of aboio is “Aboio” by “Forrozão Sela 

Vaqueira” in the 2018 album “Doutor do Gado.” 

The second style cited by Morais in the estudo is Xaxado, and there is a song titled 

“Xaxado” by Luiz Gonzaga in the album “Sua Melhor Época.” Caboclinho is the third style and 

“Saudade de Pernambuco” by Alceu Valença is an example. One example of the style 

Mamulengo is the song Mamulengo by Léa Freire in the album “Quinteto Vento em Madeira” 

(2011). 

The main technical challenge of “Estudo No. 4” is fast fingering. The three xaxado 

passages includes thirty-second notes at a speed of 72 beats per minute, as shown in musical 
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example 4.2. Besides that, this estudo offers the opportunity to work with techniques including 

staccato, wide slurs, and long phrases.  

Musical example 4.1 illustrates the range of “Estudo No. 4.” It expands from A3 up to 

D6. Dynamics in this estudo expand from pianissimo up to forte. 

 
Musical Example 4.1: Range of “Estudo No. 4” 

This estudo includes wha-wha effects like in “Estudo No. 3.” However, in this case, the 

performer is instructed to perform the effects using the hand instead of using a harmon-mute, but 

still has to hold the instrument and apply the necessary fingering with one hand while performing 

the effects with the other hand, as shown in musical example 4.3. 

 
Musical Example 4.2: “Estudo No. 4” fast fingering phrase 

 

 
Musical Example 4.3: “Estudo No. 4” wha-wha effects 
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Trumpet method books recommended to prepare for the performance of this estudo 

include Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, for the fast fingering; Max 

Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet, for the wide slurs; Jean Baptiste 

Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, for the staccato; Claude Gordon Brass 

Playing is no Harder than Deep Breathing, for the long phrases. 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compares favorably to Morais’ “Estudo No. 4” it 

includes Maxime Alphonse - 200 New Melodic and Gradual Studies of Virtuosity (Book 6) étude 

10. Alphonse’s study for virtuosity can compare to Morais’ in regard to the presence of a short 

introduction, change of styles and sections, rhythmic and melodic structures, as illustrated in 

musical examples 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 

 
Musical Example 4.4: Alphonse étude 10 

 

 
Musical Example 4.5: “Estudo No. 4” 
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Musical Example 4.6: Alphonse étude 10 

 

 
Musical Example 4.7: “Estudo No. 4” 

When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate its technical challenges with the 

technical challenges of the method book exercises and approach an instruction by style found in 

the estudo. For instance, if the student has challenges with the xaxado, which included fast 

fingering (as in musical example 4.7), the instructor might suggest practicing those passages 

associating them with Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet exercises 1-25 (as 

shown in musical example 4.8). Another suggestion is to practice the exercises with a 

combination of slurs and staccato. For example, play one time slurred, one time staccato, and 

another time with a mix of both. 
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Musical example 4.8: Clarke fast fingering exercise 

“Estudo No. 5 Com Grande Agilidade” 

Historical Analysis 

 

“Estudo No. 5” does not reference any early Brazilian composer or mentions about any 

Brazilian popular styles. Morais composed this estudo entirely with his original musical material 

that is rich in rhythmic, melodic and harmonic ideas, and requires advanced level of playing, 

including fast fingering, double and triple tonguing, displaced slurs and accents, and cadenzas. 

This estudo can be considered as a modern Brazilian characteristic trumpet study. 

“Estudo No. 5” was dedicated to Fernando Dissenha, who serves as solo trumpet for the 

São Paulo State Symphony Orchestra (OSESP). Dissenha was born in São José dos Pinhais, 

Paraná State, and besides playing at OSESP, he teaches at Faculdade Cantareira in São Paulo. He 

earned a master's degree from the Juilliard School and a doctorate in musicology from the 

University of São Paulo. He toured South America, the United States and Europe. A review of 

the International Trumpet Guild (ITG) Journal described his solo album as “a marvelous album.” 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

“Estudo No. 5” is the only estudo of the collection composed entirely with original 

material by Morais; he did not quote any Brazilian style, song or composer. It was composed in 
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the meter of 2/4 in the key of C minor. Regarding the formal structure, this estudo was composed 

in sonata form.  

 
Musical Example 5: “Estudo No. 5” melodic motif 1 

 

 
Musical Example 5.1: “Estudo No. 5” melodic motif 2 

Musical examples 5 illustrate the melodic motif that happens on mm. 11 – 29. This 

melodic motif repeats on mm. 55 - 75 with some melodic variations and is illustrated in musical 

examples 5.1. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is to play the multiphonics. This is the only 

estudo in the collection that requires this technique, which is considered avant-garde (see musical 

example 5.3). Besides that, “Estudo No. 5” offers the opportunity to work with techniques 

including off-beat slurs, fast fingering, double and triple tonguing, and long phrases.  
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Musical example 5.2 illustrates the range of this estudo, which expands from G3 up to 

C6. The dynamics in in “Estudo No. 5” expand from piano to forte. 

 
Musical Example 5.2: Range of “Estudo No. 5” 

For the preparation of this estudo, the performer might consult method books including 

Robert Nagel Speed Studies for Trumpet (Horn or Clarinet), in regards to fast tempo preparation; 

Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet in regards to double and triple 

tonguing, and off-beat slurs; Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, in regards to 

fast fingering; Max Schlossberg- Daily Drills; and David Hickman A Trumpet Pedagogy: A 

Compendium of Modern Teaching Techniques, for instruction on how to play multiphonics. 

 
Musical Example 5.3: “Estudo No. 5” multiphonics 

It is possible to produce multiphonics on trumpet by humming one of the printed notes 

and playing another. Then, a resulting tone will resonate from the combination of the hummed 

and played notes. For instance, as shown in musical example 5.3 (m. 38 of “Estudo No. 5”) there 

are two possibilities: 1 – Hum the lower printed note and play the higher, or 2 – the opposite, 

hum the higher and play the lower printed note. While the root and the fifth are been hummed 

and played, the third of the chord will resonate as a resulting tone. “Normally, the musical line to 
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be hummed (or sung) can sound in any octave comfortable for the performer.”51 On the other 

hand, following what Morais wrote in “Estudo No. 5,” the second possibility suggested above 

would be more appropriate because the composer printed the lower picth earlier as a longer note 

value, as illustrated in musical example 5.3. 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that would compare to Morais’, “Estudo No. 5” presents 

content that is also found on Semproni 24 Etudes, etude 10. Both pieces include musical aspects 

involving fast fingering and passages with off-beat slurs, which is illustrated in musical examples 

5.4 and 5.5. 

 
Musical Example 5.4: Semproni 24 Études étude 10 

 

 
Musical Example 5.5: “Estudo No. 5” 

                                                 
51David Hickman, Trumpet Pedagogy: A Compendium of Modern Teaching Techniques (Hickman Music 

Editions 2006) 131. 
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When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate the technical challenges found 

in the method book exercises with the technical challenges found in “Estudo No. 5.” For 

instance, if the student seems to have challenges with the off-beat slurs, the instructor might 

recommend Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet - Rhythmic 

Exercises 28 – 47, as illustrated in musical examples 5.6 and 5.7. 

 
Musical Example 5.6: “Estudo No. 5” off beat slurs 

 

 
Musical Example 5.7: Arban rhythmic exercise 

The exercise displayed on musical example 5.7 differs from the excerpt of the estudo 

(musical example 5.6), but the exercise progresses and changes patterns. Then, the progressive 

practice of those Arban exercises would help the performer prepare for the performance of 

“Estudo No. 5.” 
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“Estudo No. 6 Pattapiando no Trompete” 
 

 

Figure 5: Pattápio Silva (1880 - 1907)52 

 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references the nineteenth-twentieth century Brazilian composer and flutist 

Pattápio Silva. Pattápio was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1880 and died in Santa Catarina in 1907. 

At a young age, Pattápio followed his father’s path as a barber. His first flute was made out of 

metal foil used in civil construction and he used to play at the barber shop at his free time. Later, 

he studied in Rio de Janeiro at the National Institute of Music with Paulo Duque Estrada Meyer. 

Pattápio signed a contract with Casa Edison, a Brazilian label, where he recorded several of his 

                                                 
52Marcelo Bonavides, “Estrelas Que Nunca Se Apagam: Patápio Silva 139 Anos,” last modified October 

22, 2019, accessed August 16, 2020, http://www.marcelobonavides.com/2019/10/patapio-silva-139-anos.html. 
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compositions, including Margarida, which was referenced by Morais in this estudo. “These 

recordings were very popular, especially after Pattápio’s demise.”53  

“Margarida,” which inspired Morais to compose “Estudo No. 6” was composed in a 

“Mazurka” style. Mazurka is a Polish folk-dance style, “characterized by stamping feet and 

clicking heels and traditionally danced to the music of a village band.”54 In Brazil, this style was 

influential for composers such Pattápio Silva, Heitor Villa-Lobos, who composed “Mazurka-

Choro” – a piece for guitar, and Ernesto Nazareth, who composed a mazurka called “Mercedes.” 

In this estudo, Morais cited polka, which is a dance style that originated in Bohemia, now 

part of the Czec Republic.55 Polka, or Polca - as it is spelled in Brazilian Portuguese language - 

is a style that was influential in the development of another Brazilian style, choro. “From polca, 

with European origins, dancing and modulation, it was originated the choro.”56 Then, Brazilian 

composers, such as Pattápio Silva, composed and performed polcas, including “Zinha,” which is 

a polca written for flute and piano. By using the “Pattapiando no Trompete” in the subtitle of the 

estudo, Fernando Morais suggests that the trumpet player should embody the style composed and 

once played by Pattápio in the song “Margarida.” 

This estudo was dedicated to Anor Luciano, who is a trumpet teacher at Federal 

University of Minas Gerais (UFMG) in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. Mr. Luciano, has also appeared 

as a symphony orchestra player, including Paraíba State Symphony Orchestra (OSPB), Recife 

Symphony Orchestra, and Campinas Symphony Orchestra. Besides, he is a soloist and has 

                                                 
53Alvaro Nerder, “Pattápio Silva.” All Music, accessed November 11, 2019, 

https://www.allmusic.com/artist/pattapio-silva-mn0000002631. 
54Encyclopedia Britannica, “Mazurka: Dance,” accessed December 8, 2019, 

https://www.britannica.com/art/mazurka. 
55Megan Romer, “The History of Polka Music,” accessed November 11, 2019, 

https://www.liveabout.com/polka-music-basics-3552999. 
56Celso Rizzi, “Música Brasileira: O Chorinho Através dos Tempos,” p. 86. Publisher e-galáxia, 2016. 
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soloed with the United States Marine Band in Annapolis, MD as a guest soloist; has performed a 

recital at the International Trumpet Guild in New York, 2006; he is also an active clinician, and a 

band conductor. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

This estudo includes two Brazilian styles: Polka and Mazurka. It was composed in the 

meters of 3/4 and 2/4 and modulates from D major to E-flat major. Regarding formal structure, it 

was composed in fantasia form. Starting in the key of D major, ending in the key of E-flat major. 

In “Estudo No. 6,” Morais quoted the song “Margarida” by Pattápio Silva twice. The first 

quote is the motif and it happened on pickups to mm. 1 - 2. The second quote happens on mm. 

17 – 18. 

 
Musical Example 6: Pattápio Silva “Margarida”57 

 

 
Musical Example 6.1: “Estudo No. 6” first quotation from “Margarida” 

Musical examples 6 and 6.1 illustrates a direct melodic and rhythmic quotation from 

“Margarida” by Pattápio Silva into “Estudo No. 6.” Since the original was composed for flute, 

Morais’ quote was written an octave below the original, as shown in the musical examples. A 

                                                 
57Acervo Casa do Choro, “Margarida: Mazurca Op. 3,” accessed August 16, 2020, 

http://acervo.casadochoro.com.br/files/uploads/scores/score_5921.pdf. 
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rhythmic difference is that in “Estudo No. 6,” the first quote happens with a pickups to the first 

measure (as in musical example 6.1), whereas the original, the theme starts in the second 

measure as pickups to the third measure, as shown in musical example 6. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, it is suggested that the performer listen to the recording of 

“Margarida” by Pattápio Silva, which was recorded by himself for the “Casa Edison” label in 

1904. This song was also recorded by other artists such as the flutist Altamiro Carrilho in the 

album “Altamiro Revive Pattápio e Interpreta Classicos” from 1977. While listening to both 

interpretations of “Margarida,” the listener should pay attention and identify the differences 

concerning especially articulation, vibrato, tempi, and phrasing. The performer might also listen 

to the recording of this estudo in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-

Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is to play the rhythmic and intervallic relations 

with accuracy. The sixteenth-notes subdivision of “Margarida’s” theme requires especial attention 

because it involves wide intervals and in order to play clean intervals, the rhythmic accuracy might 

be compromised. For instance, instead of playing the sixteenth-notes subdivision, there might be 

a tendency to play triplets instead. Besides that, this estudo offers the opportunity to work with 

techniques including wide slurs, staccato, fast fingering, trills, double tonguing, and tempo 

changes.  

Musical example 6.2 illustrates the range in “Estudo No. 6.” It expands from A-flat3 (or 

G-sharp3) up to a C6. Dynamics in this estudo expand from pianissimo to fortissimo. 
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Musical Example 6.2: Range of “Estudo No. 6” 

To prepare for the performance of “Estudo No. 6,” the performer might consult method 

books including Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, for the fast fingering; Jean 

Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, in regards to trills, staccato, double 

tonguing and rhythmic accuracy; and Max Schlossberg  Daily Drills and Technical Studies for 

Trumpet, in regards to wide slurs and dynamics. 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compare favorably to “Estudo No. 6” it includes 

Théo Charlier - 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour Trompette, Cornet a Pistons, ou Bugle Sib: étude 

no. 17. Both Morais’ and Charlier’s have the same intervallic characteristics, including the 

slurred passages that require rhythm accuracy. Despite the fact that both etudes were written in 

different meters, the key signature of Charlier’s make the intervals and rhythm become a 

challenge while the shorter rhythmic figures on Morais’ makes it a challenge, as illustrated in 

musical examples 6.3 and 6.4. Regarding rhythm equivalency, Voisin – 11 Studies, study 4 is 

closer to Morais’ “Estudo No. 6,” as shown in musical examples 6.4 and 6.5. However, Voisin’s 

is shorter and has less musical material than Morais’. 

 

Musical Example 6.3: Théo Charlier étude 17 
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Musical Example 6.4: “Estudo No. 6” 
 

 

Musical Example 6.5: Voisin 11 Studies study 4 

When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate the technical challenges from the 

method book exercises with the technical challenges found in “Estudo No. 6.” For instance, if the 

student seems to have challenges with the wide slurs, the instructor might recommend Max 

Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet exercises 36 A, 36 B and 37, as 

illustrated in musical examples 6.6 through 6.9. 

 
Musical Example 6.6: “Estudo No. 6” wide slurs 

 

 
Musical Example 6.7: Schlossberg exercise 36 A 
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Musical Example 6.8: Schlossberg exercise 36 B 

 
 

 
Musical Example 6.9: Schlossberg exercise 37 

The instructor might also recommend that the student break the estudo in small sections 

and apply the improved techniques from the method books to each section practiced. For 

example, after practicing Schlossberg’s exercise 37, as illustrated in musical example 6.9, the 

student can apply that to the wide slurs on “Estudo No. 6,” as illustrated in musical example 6.6. 

“Estudo No. 7 Tempo de Baião” 
 

 
Figure 6: Luiz Gonzaga (1912 – 1989)58 

                                                 
58“Luiz Gonzaga do Nascimento (1912 – 1989),” accessed February10, 2019, 

https://worldmusiccentral.org/2018/03/06/artist-profiles-luiz-gonzaga/. 
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Historical Analysis 

 

“Estudo No. 7” is based on baião, a lively Brazilian Northeastern dance in 2/4 meter. The 

word baião is a variation of baiano, a person from the state of Bahia. The baião first appeared in 

the nineteenth century, but became more popular around 1940, especially on the countryside of 

Brazil’s Northeast. It was influenced by the African lundu (or landum), which is characterized by 

syncopations and modal melodies. 

The most important name associated with the genre is Luiz Gonzaga, a singer, songwriter 

and accordionist who was nicknamed as “The King of Baião.” He composed, in partnership with 

Humberto Teixeira, a song entitled “Baião” in honor to the genre. 

Luiz Gonzaga was born in the countryside of Pernambuco and his music often depicts the 

life of cowboys on cattle farms. He was interviewed by the magazine Veja in 1972 and talked 

about baião: 

When I played a baião for him [lyricist Humberto Teixeira], we had the idea for a 

new genre. The baião existed already as folk music […] The word (baião) also 

existed. The baiano (Bahians) spread the baião throughout the sertão (region in 

Brazil’s Northeast), and the Northeastern cantadores inherited the style.59 

The instrumentation used to play baião has varied greatly, and currently there are many 

different instrumentations used in its performance. The addition of the zabumba (a portable bass 

drum), triangle and accordion gave the baião a characteristic that became popular, but the 

original instrumentation was viola, tambourine, botijão and rabeca.60 On the other hand, it is 

possible to find recordings of baião with percussive instruments such as cowbell, agogô, ganzá, 

and other modern instruments such as electric bass, electric guitar and keyboard; in some of Luiz 

                                                 
59Fábio Bergamini, Vagner Concon, “Sobre o Baião.” Anacruse, accessed April 15, 2020, 

https://anacruse.com.br/2019/02/20/sobre-o-baiao/. 
60Elba Braga Ramalho, “Luiz Gonzaga: His Career and His Music.” (PhD diss., University of 

Liverpool, 1997), 92. 
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Gonzaga’s recordings he included a sousaphone. Even those instruments enrich the variety of 

timber in the performance of baião, they basically reinforce the parts played by the triangle and 

zabumba. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

“O Baião” was composed and first recorded using the traditional instrumentation 

including zabumba, triangle, and accordion. The syncopated rhythms found in the trumpet line of 

“Estudo No. 7” are synthesized from the rhythms of these three instruments. 

 
Musical example 7: Rhythm of the Baião61 

Musical example 7 represents the rhythm of baião played by triangle in the upper system 

and zabumba in the lower system. The accents shown in the musical example and played by both 

instruments were combined in one melodic line and incorporated by Morais into “Estudo No. 7,” 

as shown in musical example 7.4. 

The baião rhythm derives from the African lundu and the melody derives from the 

ancient Greek modes, using especially Lydian, Mixolydian, Dorian, and Ionian modes. “Estudo 

No. 7” uses Lydian and Mixolydian modes throughout. The overlapping of these two modes 

creates a Lydian Dominant scale, which employs elements of both modes: the raised fourth 

degree of the Lydian mode and the lowered seventh degree of the Mixolydian mode 

                                                 
61 Almir Côrtes, “Como se Toca o Baião: Combinações de Elementos Musicais no Repertório de Luiz 

Gonzaga.” Per Musi: Belo Horizonte, Brazil, accessed September 14, 2020, 

https://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S1517-75992014000100020. 
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Musical example 7.1: C Lydian dominant scale62 

 
Musical Example 7.2: “Estudo No. 7” C Lydian dominant scale and Mixolydian mode 

Musical example 7.1 shows the Lydian Dominant modal scale that Morais used in 

“Estudo No. 7.” Musical example 7.2 shows the C Lydian dominant scale in “Estudo No. 7.” 

Still in musical example 7.2, when the F-sharp becomes F natural, it becomes a C Mixolydian 

modal scale. Then, Morais used both Lydian Dominant and Mixolydian modal scales in the 

estudo. 

“Estudo No. 7” includes the Brazilian style baião. It was composed in the meters of 4/4, 

3/4, and 2/4 in the key of C major. In regard to form, this estudo was composed in a simple 

binary form. “Simple binary, a form that dominated the instrumental dance suites of the Baroque 

era, typically involves the unfolding of a single musical idea in two main parts.”63  

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, it is suggested that the performer listen to a recording of 

“Baião” by Luiz Gonzaga. The performer should pay attention to musical aspects such as 

characteristics including tempi, rhythmic variations, use of scales (both tonal and modal), and 

accents. The performer is also encouraged to listen to the recording of this estudo in the album 

                                                 
62Elissa Milne, “Scale of the Day #2: The Simpsons Scale,” accessed August 18, 2020, 

https://elissamilne.com/2010/01/14/scale-of-the-day-2-the-simpsons-scale/. 
63Spencer, P., Temko, Peter M. A Practical Approach to The Study of Form in Music: Ch. 9: the rondo 

principle (Prentice Hall: New Jersey, 1988) 63 – 64. 
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“Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando 

Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is in regard to articulation. The consistency 

on playing staccatos and emphasizing the written accents will require special attention because 

they represent the rhythmic elements of baiao, as illustrated in musical examples 7 and 7.4. The 

repetitive patterns that have small variations requires full engagement of the performer for 

rhythm and notation accuracy, as well as to breathe.  

Musical example 7.3 illustrates the range in “Estudo No. 7.” It expands between G3 to 

A5. “Estudo No. 7” includes dynamics that expand from piano to forte. 

 
Musical example 7.3: Range of “Estudo No. 7” 

“Estudo No. 7” also offers the opportunity to work with off-beat accents, scales, wide 

slurs, trills, and long phrases. To prepare for the performance of this estudo, the performer might 

consult method books including James Stamp- Warm Up and Studies for Trumpet, for wide slurs 

and staccato; Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep Breathing for the long 

phrases; and Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet for off-beat 

accents, and staccatos. 

 
Musical Example 7.4: “Estudo No. 7” repeated patterns 
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 Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compare favorably to Morais’ “Estudo No. 7,” it 

includes Marcel Bitsch - Vingt Études Pour Trompette en Ut ou Si b, etude no. 3. The use of off-

beat accents and staccato control on Bitsch’s étude is presented in two different ways: the first is 

by secondary rhythmic figures printed with note stems in the opposite direction of the printed 

melody, and the second is by writing the accents.  

 
Musical Example 7.5: “Estudo No. 7” baião accents 

 

 
Musical Example 7.6: Bitsch étude 3 

Musical examples 7.4 and 7.5 also shows some differences between both pieces, 

including length, range, and melody. Morais’ estudo is lengthier, but the range of Bitsch’s is 

wider. Morais’ uses modes whereas Bitsch’s has a more atonal characteristic. 

When teaching the performance of “Estudo No. 7,” the instructor might associate its 

technical challenges with the challenges found in the suggested method books. For instance, if 

the student seems to have challenges with staccato control, the instructor might recommend the 

staccato control exercises found on James Stamp – Warm Up and Studies for Trumpet, as shown 

in musical examples 7.7 and 7.8. 
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Musical Example 7.7: “Estudo No. 7” staccato 

 

 
Musical Example 7.8: Stamp staccato control 

The instructor might also recommend that the student practice this staccato control 

exercise in different patterns, tempi, and modes (major, minor). There are other method books 

with staccato control exercises and wide slurs that can be used for the preparation of “Estudo No. 

7” such as Arban’s. 

Due to the length and constant use of articulated patterns, as illustrated in musical 

examples 7.4 and 7.5, this estudo requires endurance, consistency on the articulation and 

attention on where to breathe (there are not a lot of rests). 
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“Estudo No. 8 A Lua Branca de Chiquinha” 

 

 

Figure 7: Chiquinha Gonzaga (1847 - 1935)64 

 
 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references the nineteenth-twentieth century Brazilian composer Francisca 

Edwiges Gonzaga. Known as Chiquinha Gonzaga, she is the most important Brazilian female 

composer, having composed over two thousand works, including in sacred and popular styles 

such as valsa, lundu, tango and polcas, and pieces for Brazilian musical theatre. Chiquinha was 

born in Rio de Janeiro in 1847 and died in 1935. Her mother, Rosa de Lima Maria, was a freed 

slave who married the Brazilian Army officer José Basileu Nevves Gonzaga. She studied piano 

with Arthur Napoleão and began composing when she was young; she presented her first 

composition “Canção dos Pastores” in a Christmas festivity at the age of eleven. Chiquinha 

                                                 
64Meghann Oglesby, “Women in Music Weekly Highlight: Chiquinha Gonzaga.” Classical MPR, last 

modified March 30, 2018, accessed August 16, 2020, https://www.classicalmpr.org/story/2018/03/30/women-in-

music-weekly-highlight-chiquinha-gonzaga. 
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married a Brazilian Marine officer, Jacinto Ribeiro Amaral, and had three children. She divorced 

her husband six years later and started teaching piano lessons. She met Joaquim Callado and 

started frequenting bars and choro circles (or rodas de choro). Then, she composed one of her 

most popular tunes, a polca titled “Atraente.” This work has several recordings and publications 

since it was composed in 1877. 

In “Estudo No. 8,” Fernando Morais quotes one of Chiquinha’s most popular works, 

“Lua Branca” (or White Moon), which was composed for voice and piano in the style of 

modinha. “Sentimental art and popular songs known as modinhas, or little songs, had been 

present in Brazil and Portugal since the late eighteenth century.” The style modinha can be 

compared with the German Lied, and was popular in Brazil and Portugal for both elite and 

vernacular contexts. 

Morais, then, makes a stylistic comparison with the German Baroque composer J. S. 

Bach. Then, there are citations of “Lua Branca,” a composition by Chiquinha Gonzaga, and also 

references from Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D minor. In fact, the key of the estudo is D 

melodic minor. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

In “Estudo No. 8,” Morais incorporated the Brazilian style modinha. The estudo was 

composed in the meter 4/4 in the key of D minor. Regarding formal structure, “Estudo No. 8” 

was composed in fantasia form. 

Morais quoted “Lua Branca” by Chiquinha Gonzaga twice, and quoted J. S. Bach’s 

“Toccata and Fugue in D minor” once. The first quote from “Lua Branca” by Chiquinha 

Gonzaga starts on pickups to mm. 1 - 3. The second quote is on pickups to mm. 32 - 33. There is 

one quote from Toccata and Fugue in D minor on mm. 24 – 26 (see musical examples 8 – 8.3). 
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Musical Example 8: Chiquinha Gonzaga “Lua Branca”65 

 

 
Musical Example 8.1: “Estudo No. 8” 

 

Musical examples 8 and 8.1 illustrates the direct melodic quotations from “Lua Branca” 

into “Estudo No. 8.” The musical examples also show that Morais wrote the quotations from 

Chiquinha’s song in the same range and key, but in note values twice as long in “Estudo No. 8.” 

 
Musical Example 8.2: J. S. Bach Toccata and Fugue in D minor BWV 56566 

 

 
Musical Example 8.3: “Estudo No. 8” quotation from J.S. Bach 

                                                 
65Casa do Choro, “Lua Branca: Canção da Operata O Forrobodó,” accessed August 16, 2020, 

http://acervo.casadochoro.com.br/files/uploads/scores/score_3738.pdf. 
66IMSLP, “Toccata and Fugue in D minor, J.S. Bach,” accessed August 18, 2020, 

http://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d3/IMSLP01135-Bach_Tocatta_%26_Fugue_D_moll_565.pdf. 
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Musical examples 8.2 and 8.3 illustrate the direct melodic and rhythmic quotations from 

Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D minor into “Estudo No. 8.” Unlike in the quotation from 

Chiquinha’s song, Morais quoted Bach’s Toccata and Fugue using the same rhythm and note 

values into “Estudo No. 8,” as shown in the musical examples. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to “Lua Branca” by Chiquinha 

Gonzaga interpreted by Gastão Formenti in the 1929 recording, which is available in the album 

“Clássicos de Outrora vol. 1 de 1900 à 1929” (2014). Other artists also recorded this song, 

including Maria Teresa Madeira in the Album “Chiquinha Gonzaga” (2015). Also, “Toccata and 

Fugue in D minor” by J.S. Bach, which is cited in the estudo along with the Brazilian composer 

and was recorded by many artists, including Silbermann Organ in the album “Top 200 Movie 

Classics - The Very Best Classical Music From The Cinema.” 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is in regard to the long phrases. The long 

phrases including intervallic passages and the quotes from J.S. Bach will require special attention 

from the player, as illustrated in musical example 8.5. Besides that, this estudo offers the 

opportunity to work with intervals, wide slurs, staccato, grace notes, and fast fingering. Then, for 

the preparation of this estudo the performer might consult method books including Max 

Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet, in regards to the wide slurs and wide 

intervals; Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, in regards to the 

staccato and grace notes; and Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, in regards to the 

fast fingerings. 

Musical example 8.4 illustrates the range in “Estudo No. 8.” It expands from G3 to B-flat5. 

The dynamics in this estudo expand from piano to fortissimo. 
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Musical example 8.4: Range of “Estudo No. 8” 

 

 
Musical Example 8.5: “Estudo No. 8” long phrase 

 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compare favorably to Morais’ it includes Oskar 

Bӧhme 24 Melodic Studies, study no. 10. However, it is important to observe that Böhme’s study 

was designed for working with keys, whereas Morais’s was designed for performance. Then, 

Morais’ presents a greater variety of musical elements than Böhme’s. 

 

 
Musical Example 8.6: “Estudo No. 8” 
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Musical Example 8.7: Böhme study 10 

Musical examples 8.6 and 8.7 illustrate the musical equivalency in regard to slurs and long 

phrase between Böhme’s study no. 10 and Morais’ “Estudo No. 8.” On the other hand, the musical 

examples also show that both pieces were composed in different key signatures and use different 

rhythmic notation. 

While teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate the technical challenges found in 

this estudo with the ones found in the method books. For example, if the student seems to have 

challenge with the wide intervals and wide slurs, the instructor might recommend that the student 

practice Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, exercises 1 – 7 as 

illustrated in musical example 8.9. While practicing the exercises, variations such as playing the 

entire exercise slurred and combined with slurs and staccatos may be applied. 

 
Musical Example 8.8: “Estudo No. 8” 
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Musical Example 8.9: Arban intervals exercise 

“Estudo No. 9” 

 

Historical Analysis 

 

Fernando Morais did not associate this study with a specific Brazilian early composer or 

with a popular song, but he mentions about the Brazilian urban popular style choro. 

“Specifically, it refers to an ensemble of chorões (musician serenaders) that developed in Rio de 

Janeiro around 1870.”67 This style borne from the mix of European dances, such as polka and 

waltz, and African rhythms. Traditionally, choro is written in three parts (ABC) and includes 

syncopated rhythmic figures and might include virtuosic demands for the soloist. 

‘Estudo No. 9” does not have a subtitle, it indicates a Brazilian style. This estudo was 

dedicated to Moisés Alves who is a trumpet player at the Cláudio Santoro National Theater 

Symphony Orchestra, the same ensemble where Fernando Morais plays. Moisés was born in 

Campina Grande, Paraíba state and besides playing with the symphony orchestra, he is better 

known for playing popular music, including Brazilian styles such as choro and jazz, and teaching 

master classes about improvisation. 

                                                 
67Gerard Béhague, Choro (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 5, 2001) 766. 
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Compositional Analysis 

 

This estudo includes the Brazilian style choro but was composed entirely with original 

material by the composer. “Estudo No. 9” was composed in the meter of 2/4 in the key of B 

minor. Regarding formal structure, this estudo was composed in Fantasia form. 

The choro theme starts on pickups to m. 13, as shown in musical example 9. There is one 

melodic motif that starts on pickups to mm. 24 - 30 and repeats from pickups to mm. 41 - 47 

with a slight melodic variation toward the end and this motif is illustrated in musical examples 

9.1 and 9.2. 

 
Musical Example 9: “Estudo No. 9” Chôro theme 

 

 

Musical Example 9.1: “Estudo No. 9” melodic motif 

 

 
Musical Example 9.2: “Estudo No. 9” melodic motif repeated 
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Pedagogical Analysis 

 

This estudo was composed with original material by Morais, but the indication of choro 

style makes this estudo resemble guitar music because guitar is a very common instrument in the 

performance of choro. Then, before preparing this estudo, it is suggested that the performer listen 

to pieces such as “Milonga” by Yamandu Costa and “Nosso Choro” by the Brazilian composer 

Jorge Mello, known as Garoto. While listening, pay attention to articulation, tempi, melodic and 

dynamic variation, and phrasing. The performer might also listen to the recording of this estudo 

in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by 

Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is in regard to the wide intervals. Besides 

that, this estudo offers the opportunity to work with techniques including wide intervals, fast 

fingering, slurs, articulation and long phrases. Then, method books recommended for the 

preparation of this estudo include James Thompson The Buzzing Book, to accomplish the wide 

slurs including play-sing-buzz-play; Jean Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for 

Trumpet, to prepare the articulation; Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for 

Trumpet, to prepare the wide slurs; Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, to 

prepare the fast fingerings; and Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep 

Breathing, to prepare the long phrases. Range in “Estudo No. 9” expands from F-sharp3 up to 

B5, as shown in musical example 9.3. Regarding dynamics, it expands from piano to forte. 

 
Musical example 9.3: Range of “Estudo No. 9” 
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When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate the technical challenges of the 

estudo with the ones of the method books. Then, if a student seems to have challenges with the 

wide intervals, the instructor might recommend that the student practice Max Schlossberg Daily 

Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet, exercises 31 - 34 (see musical examples 9.4, 9.5). 

 
Musical Example 9.4: “Estudo No. 9” wide intervals 

 

 
Musical Example 9.5: Schlossberg interval exercises 

Musical example 9.4 illustrates the wide intervals in “Estudo No. 9” and musical example 

9.5 shows a Max Schlossberg interval exercise. The practice of the exercise will benefit the 

performer in the preparation of this estudo, especially if practiced alternating the slur patterns 

indicated by Schlossberg. 
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Additional suggestions to accomplish the wide intervals include transposing the wider 

leaps up or down to fit the melody within one octave (or as close as it can gets) to the previous or 

next note to be performed, and blow air inside the instrument while pushing down the valves in 

time with the metronome as it would happen when playing. By doing play-sing-buzz-play, it will 

provide a preliminary idea of what it is supposed to sound like, provide a broader idea of the 

phrasing, stabilize lip vibration and air flow. By transposing up or down the wide intervals will 

favor the pitch reference and improve accuracy. Just blowing air while pushing the vales down 

will build up the idea of coordination between air needed to play the phrase, where to breathe 

and fingering. 

While teaching this estudo, depending on the level of the student, the instructor might 

also refer to non-Brazilian etudes that would include similar musical features including L. Julien 

Vannetelbosch - 20 Melodic and Technical Etudes, etude 16 (see musical examples 9.6, 9.7). 

 
Musical Example 9.6: “Estudo No. 9” 

 

 
Musical Example 9.7: Vannetelbosch etude 16 
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Musical examples 9.6 and 9.7 shows the musical equivalency between Morais’ “Estudo 

No. 9” and Vannetelbosch etude 16. Besides written in different meters, the musical examples 

show that both pieces start with a lyrical introduction that includes passages with wide intervals, 

slurs, and fast fingering. 

“Estudo No. 10 O Trompete de Anacleto” 
 

 

Figure 8: Anacleto de Medeiros (1866 - 1907)68 
 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references the nineteenth-twentieth Brazilian instrumentalist, composer and 

conductor Anacleto de Medeiros. Anacleto is an important Brazilian composer with over a 

hundred compositions, including sacred and popular styles. He was born in 1866 in the island of 

                                                 
68Música Brasilis, “Anacleto de Medeiros,” accessed August 17, 2020, 

https://musicabrasilis.com/composers/anacleto-de-medeiros. 
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Paquetá , Rio de Janeiro and died in 1907 in the island where he was born. He started studying 

music at the age of nine and played the flute and piccolo at “The Fire Department Band.” Later, 

he attended the Rio de Janeiro Music Conservatory, where he studied with Francisco Braga 

(composer of the Brazilian Flag Anthem) and took clarinet and saxophone lessons. Around 1884, 

he started attending choro circles (or rodas de choro), where he became familiar with many 

popular styles. He was also the founder of many bands, including Paquetá, Paracambi and Magé 

bands. This experience allowed Anacleto to compose in various styles, including choro, maxixe, 

and military marches such as “Jubileu.” 

This estudo was dedicated to Ayrton Benck, who teaches trumpet at the Federal 

University of Paraíba (UFPB). Besides his work as a teacher, he plays with the Brassil Brass 

Quintet, has appeared as a soloist and principal trumpet of the Paraíba State Symphony 

Orchestra, Coordinates the Northeastern Brass Conferences and has performed solo recitals and 

taught master classes in Brazil and the United States. 

Compositional Analysis 

In “Estudo No. 10,” Morais incorporated the Brazilian style choro. The estudo was 

composed in the meters 3/4 and 2/4 in the key of A minor. Regarding formal structure, “Estudo 

No. 10” was composed in a simple binary form. 

Morais quoted the theme of Medeiros’ choro “Medrosa” twice. The first quote appears on 

pickups to mm. 1 - 8 and 8 - 16 in minor mode with some melodic variations (see musical 

examples 10, 10.1). Then, Morais repeated the quote in major mode starting on mm. 16 - 24 and 

24 - 32. This modulation also happens on Medeiros’ choro. 
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Musical Example 10: Anacleto de Medeiros “Medrosa”69 

 

 
Musical Example 10.1: “Estudo No. 10” quotation from Medrosa 

 

Musical examples 10 and 10.1 illustrates the direct melodic and rhythmic quotation from 

“Medrosa” by Anacleto de Medeiros into “Estudo No. 10.” The musical examples also show that 

Morais quoted “Medrosa” a compound interval of a twelfth below the original, and used 

different ornamentation, including more slurs and staccatos. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to the recording of “Medrosa” 

by Anacleto de Medeiros interpreted by the “Batutas do Coreto.” This song was also recorded by 

other artists, including the Art Metal Brass Quintet and Banda de Camara Anacleto de Medeiros 

in the album “Sempre Anacleto” (2007). When listening to both versions, pay attention to and 

compare tempi, articulation, accents, dynamics and rhythmic variation. Then, the performer 

                                                 
69Casa do Choro, “Medrosa, Polka,” accessed August 17, 2020, 

http://acervo.casadochoro.com.br/files/uploads/scores/score_1360.pdf. 
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might listen to the recording of this estudo in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos 

Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is in regard to fingering. The fingering 

combinations involving more second, and third valves requires special attention. Besides that, 

this estudo offers the opportunity to work with techniques including scales, articulation, grace 

notes, trills, cadenzas, slurs, and fast fingering. Then, to prepare this estudo the performer can 

use the books James Stamp - Warm Up and Studies for Trumpet, to work with scales; Jean 

Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, to work with articulation, grace 

notes, trills and cadenzas, Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, to work with the 

fast fingering; Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet, to work with 

slurs. 

Musical example 10.2 illustrate the range in “Estudo No. 10.” It expands from F-sharp3 

up to A5. Dynamics in this estudo expand from pianissimo to forte. 

 
Musical example 10.2: Range of “Estudo No. 10” 

When teaching, the instructor might associate the technical challenges of the method 

books with the challenges of the estudo. For instance, if the student seems to have challenges 

with articulation and grace notes, the instructor might recommend Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete 

Conservatory Method for Trumpet ornament exercise no. 52 on p. 125. 
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Musical Example 10.3: “Estudo No. 10” 
 

 

Musical Example 10.4: Arban ornament exercise 52 

Musical examples 10.3 shows an excerpt from “Estudo No. 10” that requires fingering 

combination involving the second and third fingers plus the ornaments; grace notes, slurs and 

staccato indication. To help accomplish that technical challenge, musical example 10.4 shows 

Arban’s ornament exercise no. 52. 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that would compares favorably with Morais’ “Estudo 

No. 10” it includes Bousquet, etude 34. Both pieces include scales, articulated and slurred 

passages, and require attention with fingering (see musical examples 10.5, 10.6). 

 

Musical Example 10.5: “Estudo No. 10” 
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Musical Example 10.6: Bousquet étude 34 

Musical examples 10.5 and 10.6 shows the musical equivalency between Morais’ 

“Estudo No. 10” and Bousquet etude no. 34. Both pieces include passages with scales, requiring 

the combination of second and third fingers due to the accidentals in Morais’ and key at 

Bousquet’s. The pieces also include intervals, slurs and staccatos, and melodic accidentals. 

 

“Estudo No. 11 Um Trompete Abrindo Alas!” 

 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references “Ó Abre Alas” by Chiquinha Gonzaga, a composer discussed in 

“Estudo No. 8.” This is a popular carnival march that was not published during Chiquinha’s 

lifetime. It was composed in 1899, but was published in 1939, four years after the composer’s 

passing. “Chiquinha definitely established the genre of carnival song. She, then, anticipated it in 

18 years because only in 1917 the carnival would have music regularly.”70 

“Estudo No. 11” was dedicated to Maico Lopes, who is a trumpet professor at the 

University of Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO). Maico was born in Niterói, Rio de Janeiro, studied at 

UNIRIO, where he earned bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate in trumpet performance. Besides 

teaching trumpet at UNIRIO, he taught at UnB (University of Brasília), he is an arranger, has 

                                                 
70Acervo Digital Chiquinha Gonzaga, “O Abre Alas, DOBRADO CARNAVALESCO, da peça de 

costumes cariocas NÃO VENHAS!...,” accessed August 17, 2020, shorturl.at/bnwPW. 
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performed in Brazil and the United States, including at the International Trumpet Guild 

conference in Anaheim, CA. Maico has also performed and recorded with many Brazilian artists 

including Carlos Malta, Marisa Monte and Alcione. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

This estudo includes the Brazilian style carnival march. It was composed in the meters of 

4/4, 3/4, 3/8 and 2/4 in the key of F-sharp minor. Regarding formal structure, “Estudo No. 11” 

was composed in Fantasia form. 

Morais used the theme of Chiquinha’s song “O Abre-Alas” in the beginning from 

pickups to m. 1until m. 5 with a few melodic variations, as shown in musical examples 11, 11.1.  

 
Musical Example 11: Chiquinha Gonzaga “Ó Abre Alas”71 

 

 

 
Musical Example 11.1: “Estudo No. 11” quote from “Ó Abre-Alas” 

 

Musical examples 11 and 11.1 illustrate the direct melodic quote from “Ó Abre-Alas” by 

Chiquinha Gonzaga into “Estudo No. 11.” As shown in musical example 11, the top melodic line 

of the piano is quoted by Morais at an interval of a minor third below the original in the estudo, 

                                                 
71Casa do Choro, “O Abre Alas,” accessed August 18, 2020, 

http://acervo.casadochoro.com.br/files/uploads/scores/score_3942.pdf. 
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as shown in musical example 11.1. There is also a rhythmic equivalency between both excerpts 

and a melodic variation in “Estudo No. 11” before the repetition of the quotation. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to the recording of the “Ó Abre-

Alas” by Chiquinha Gonzaga interpreted by Linda e Dircinha Batista (1971). When listening, 

pay attention to tempi, style and mood of the music with the lyrics, melodic and rhythmic 

variations. 

The main technical challenge of “Estudo No. 11” is double tonguing. The double-

tonguing excerpt involving thirty-second notes in a speed of 72 beats per minute requires special 

attention, as shown in musical example 11.2. 

 
Musical Example 11.2: “Estudo No. 11” 

 

Besides that, this estudo offers the opportunity to work with articulation, intervals, and 

fast fingering. Then, to prepare “Estudo No. 11,” the performer can use trumpet method books 

including Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, to prepare 

articulation and double tonguing; Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for 

Trumpet, to prepare the intervals; and Robert Nagel Speed Studies for Trumpet (horn or 

clarinet), to prepare the fast fingering.  
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Musical example 11.3 illustrates the range in this estudo. It expands from G3 up to A5. 

Dynamics expand from piano to forte. 

 

Musical example 11.3: Range of “Estudo No. 11” 

When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate its technical challenges with the 

ones of the method books. For instance, if the student seems to have challenges with fast 

fingering, the instructor might recommend that the student practice Robert Nagel Speed Studies 

for Trumpet (horn or clarinet), study VI mixed scales p. 29, as shown in musical examples 11.4, 

11.5. 

 

Musical Example 11.4: “Estudo No. 11” fast fingering 
 

 

Musical Example 11.5: Nagel speed exercise 6 
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Musical example 11.4 illustrates a technical challenge of “Estudo No. 11” and musical 

example 11.5 illustrates an exercise that the performer will benefit for the preparation of this 

estudo regarding fast fingering. 

Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compares favorably to Morais’ “Estudo No. 11” it 

includes V. Berdiev 17 Studies for Trumpet, study 16. Both pieces offer the opportunity to work 

with meter changes, tempo changes, key changes, dynamics, cadences, and note values ranging 

from half note up to thirty-second notes (except for the very last note on Morais,’ which is a 

whole note). Then, depending on the level of the student, the instructor might find it appropriate 

to associate Morais’ estudo with the non-Brazilian as it offers similar technical and musical 

benefits (see musical examples 11.6, 11.7). 

 

Musical Example 11.6: “Estudo No. 11” meter changes 
 

 

Musical Example 11.7: Berdiev study 16 
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Musical examples 11.6 and 11.7 illustrates the musical equivalency between Morais’ 

“Estudo 11 and Berdiev study 16. As shown in the examples, both pieces include meter changes, 

slurred and articulated passages, and wide intervals. 

“Estudo No. 12 O Trompete e a Rosa” 
 

 

Figure 9: Pixinguinha (1911 - 1973)72 
 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references the nineteenth-twentieth century Brazilian composer flutist, 

saxophonist, conductor and arranger Alfredo da Rocha Viana Jr. Pixinguinha, as he is better 

known, was born in 1897 and died in 1973 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. He figures among the most 

                                                 
72Oscar Aleman, “Choro and Pixinguinha Day.” Choro Music, last modified April 23, 2010, accessed 

August 17, 2020, http://choro-music.blogspot.com/2010/04/choro-and-pixinguinha-day.html. 
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influential Brazilian popular composers of the twentieth century. Pixinguinha composed sambas, 

maxixes, valsas, among other Brazilian styles. Pixinguinha was especially influential to the urban 

style choro. In his honor, the Brazilian “Dia do Choro” (or Choro Day) happens on April 23rd, 

the day Pixinguinha was born since April 23, 2000. “The composer instrumentalist and 

conductor, author of classics such as Carinhoso, Lamentos e Um a Zero, was one of the 

responsible for establishing the choro as a musical genre.” 

Morais referenced one of Pixinguinha’s most popular songs “A Rosa” (or the rose). This 

song was composed as an instrumental valsa in 1917 with the original title “Evocação.” The title 

changed after the music received lyrics by the songwriter Otávio de Souza. 

“Estudo No. 12” was dedicated to the Brazilian trumpeter Derick Heliston. Derick is a 

member of the Brasília Brass Quintet and has appeared as a soloist, including performances as 

soloist under Fernando Morais’ conducting, such as the “Sextas Musicais;” an event that 

celebrated the compositional career of Fernando Morais on November 10, 2017. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

In “Estudo No. 12,” Morais incorporated the Brazilian style valsa. This estudo was 

composed in 3/4 meter in the key of C major. Regarding formal structure, “Estudo No. 12” was 

composed in fantasia form. 

It starts with a direct melodic quotation from Pixinguinha’s valsa, from pickups to m. 1 

until m. 4 on Morais’ estudo and pickups to D.S at Pixinguinha’s song, as illustrated in musical 

examples 12 and 12.1. Then, a short motif of “Rosa” is quoted again three times by the use of the 

descending interval of a fifth (from G to C) on pickups to mm. 13, 64, and 68. The last quote is 

on mm. 91 - 97 with a slight melodic variation (see musical examples 12.2 – 12.4). 
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Musical Example 12: Pixinguinha “Rosa”73 

 

 

Musical Example 12.1: “Estudo No. 12” quotation from “Rosa” 

 

 

Musical Example 12.2: “Estudo No. 12” second quotation from “Rosa” 

 

 

Musical Example 12.3: “Estudo No. 12” third and fourth quotations from “Rosa” 

Musical examples 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3 illustrates the direct melodic quotations from 

Pixinguinha’s “Rosa” into “Estudo No. 12.” The top line of the piano melody in musical 

example 12, followed by the dotted half-note in the segno sign is quoted in Morais’ estudo using 

                                                 
73Casa do Choro, “Rosa: Valsa,” accessed August 17, 2020, 

http://acervo.casadochoro.com.br/files/uploads/scores/score_15549.pdf. 
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the same intervallic relation, but what is an eight-note in Pixinguinha’s song as a pickup to the 

segno, was quoted as a quarter-note in “Estudo No. 12.” 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to “Rosa” by Pixinguinha. The 

most successful recording of this song has the participation of the Brazilian singer Orlando Silva 

and was recorded in 1937. This song was recorded by other artists, including an instrumental 

recording by the Brazilian clarinetists Paulo Sergio Santos in the album “Sempre Pixinguinha 

100 anos.” The performer might also listen to the recording of “Estudo No. 12” in the album 

“Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando 

Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of this estudo is in regard to staccato control. The sixteenth-

notes in a speed of quarter-note at 160 beats per minute require special attention. Besides that, 

this estudo offers the opportunity to work with articulation, intervals, double tonguing and fast 

fingering. To prepare for the performance of “Estudo No. 12,” the performer is encouraged to 

consult trumpet method books including Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method 

for Trumpet, Max Schlossberg Daily Drills, James Stamp Warm Up+Studies and H. Clarke 

Exercices for Cornet, and Claude Gordon - Tongue Level Exercises.  

Musical example 12.4 illustrates the range in “Estudo No. 12.” It expands from G-sharp3 

up to A5. Dynamics in this estudo expand from piano to fortissimo. 

 
Musical example 12.4: Range of “Estudo No 12” 
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Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compare favorably to Morais’ “Estudo No. 12” it 

includes L. J. Vannetelbosch - 20 Melodic and Technical Etudes, etude 19. Both pieces offer the 

opportunity to work with musical aspects including fast fingering, wide intervals, and tempo 

changes. 

 
Musical example 12.5: “Estudo No. 12” O trompete e a rosa 

 

 
Musical example 12.6: Vannetelbosch etude 19 

Musical examples 12.5 and 12.6 illustrates the musical equivalency between Morais’ 

“Estudo No. 12” and L. J. Vannetelbosch - 20 Melodic and Technical Etudes, etude 19. Both 

pieces include slurred passages with fast fingering, intervals, tempo changes and dynamic 

changes. Also, depending on the level of the student, the instructor might suggest that the student 

practice both etudes for means of musical benefit. 

While teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate its technical challenges with the 

techniques found in the recommended method books. For instance, if the student seems to have 
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challenge with double tonguing, the instructor might recommend that the student practices Jean-

Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet, double tonguing exercise no. 86 on 

p. 214 (see musical examples 12.7 and 12.8). 

 
Musical Example 12.7: “Estudo No. 12” double tonguing 

 

 
Musical Example 12.8: Arban double tonguing exercise 

Musical examples 12.7 illustrate a technical challenge found in “Estudo No. 12,” double 

tonguing. Musical example 12.8 illustrates Arban’s double tonguing exercise. The performer will 

benefit from the practice of this exercise to accomplish the double-tonguing excerpt of “Estudo 

No. 12”, as shown in musical example 12.8. 
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“Estudo No. 13 Um Trompete Carinhoso” 

 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references Pixinguinha, a composer discussed in “Estudo No. 12 - O 

Trompete e a Rosa.” “Estudo No. 13” references one of the most popular songs by Pixinguinha, 

“Carinhoso.” This song was composed in 1917 in a binary form, but historical records suggests 

that Pixinguinha was hesitant to present this piece to the public at first. Pixinguinha said that “at 

the time I composed “Carinhoso,” musicians would not admit a choro like that in two sections, 

choro should have three sections. Then, I archived it.”74 “Carinhoso,” then, was presented to the 

public in a recording from 1928 by the Orquestra Típica Pixinguinha-Donga. 

This estudo was dedicated to Antonio Marcos Souza Cardoso, known as Tonico Cardoso. 

Tonico teaches trumpet at Federal University of Goiás (UFG), Gioânia, Brazil. Before teaching 

at UFG, Tonico served as the principal trumpet of the Espírito Santo Symphony Orchestra and 

served as a music faculty at the Faculdade de Música do Espírito Santo and at Federal University 

of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Brazil. Dr. Cardoso studied at the University of Espírito Santo and 

UniRio, and has performed Brazilian music solo recitals in Brazil, in the United States and 

Europe. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

In “Estudo No. 13,” Morais incorporated the Brazilian style choro. It was composed in 

the meters 3/4 and 2/4 in the key of C minor. Regarding formal structure, “Estudo No. 13” was 

composed in fantasia form. 

                                                 
74Enciclopédia Itaú Cultural de Arte e Culturas Brasileiras, “Pixinguinha.” São Paulo, last modified 

September 24, 2019, accessed August 17, 2020, http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/obra70906/carinhoso. 
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The theme of “Carinhoso” was quoted multiple times, basically every other measure with 

some rhythmic and melodic variation. The same melodic material of the beginning is used in the 

ending with some melodic Variations. It was called “clarinada” (or fanfare) by Morais at the 

ending of the estudo, as shown in musical examples 13.1. 

 

Musical example 13: “Estudo No. 13” beginning 

 

 

Musical example 13.1: “Estudo No 13” ending 

 

 
Musical example 13.2: Pixinguinha “Carinhoso”75 

                                                 
75Pixinguinha, “Carinhoso,” accessed August 18, 2020, https://pixinguinha.com.br/sheets/carinhoso-7/. 
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Musical example 13.3: “Estudo No. 13” quote from “Carinhoso” 

Musical example 13.2 is an excerpt from "Carinhoso” by Pixinguinha and musical 

example 13.3 illustrates a melodic quote from “Carinhoso” into “Estudo No. 12.” Morais quoted 

“Carinhoso” an octave below from the original and included some rhythmic variations, as the 

musical examples shows. 

 

Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to “Carinhoso” by Pixinguinha 

interpreted Orlando Silva (with lyrics) and the instrumental version with the Brazilian trumpeter 

Márcio Montarroyos (1948 – 2007)76. When listen to the version with lyrics, the listener should 

pay attention to the melodic nuances with the inflections of the lyrics, tempo, and rhythmic 

variations. In regard to the instrumental version with Márcio Montarroyos, the listener should 

pay attention to the introductory cadenza (see musical example 13), including tempi, tone, 

phrasing, and articulation. Then, the performer might listen to the recording of this estudo in the 

album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando 

Morais” (2020). 

                                                 
76Marcelo Rocha dos Passos, “Márcio Montarroyos e a Constroção dos Seus Solos Improvisados no Disco 

Stone Alliance.” UNICAMP: Campinas, accessed August 30, 2020, p. 29, 

http://repositorio.unicamp.br/bitstream/REPOSIP/320837/1/Passos_MarceloRochados_M.pdf. 
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Morais quoted “Carinhoso” in several moments of the estudo, added his own material and 

added chord progressions. From the pickups to m. 1 until m. 9, as shown in musical example 13, 

there is a reference to the cadenza recorded by Márcio Montarroyos and at the arrangement for 

brass quintet by Maestro Duda. This cadenza, however, is not part of that original version 

composed by Pixinguinha, but because both Montarroyos’ and the brass quintet arrangement 

became very popular, most performers include that in the performance of “Carinhoso.” Morais 

used this cadenza in the beginning and ending of “Estudo No. 13.”  

The main technical challenge of this estudo is in regard to the long phrases. The long 

phrases also include fast fingering and require double tonguing, with thirty-second notes at the 

speed of 72 beats per minute, which requires special attention.  

Musical example 13.4 illustrates the range in “Estudo No. 13.” It expands from G3 up to 

G5 as shown in musical example 13.4. Dynamics in this estudo expand from pianissimo to forte.  

 
Musical example 13.4: Range of “EstudoNo. 13” 

“Estudo No. 13” offers the opportunity to work with techniques including intervals, wide 

slurs and fast fingerings. Then, to prepare for the performance of this estudo, the performer can 

use method books such as Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet, to 

prepare the wide slurs or James Stamp - Warm Up and Studies for Trumpet, to prepare the wide 

slurs; and Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, to prepare the fast fingerings. 

When teaching this estudo, the instructor might associate its technical challenges with the 

ones found in the recommended method books. For instance, if the student seems to have 
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challenges with the fast fingerings, the instructor might recommend that the student practice 

Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the Cornet, exercises 87 – 93 pp. 22-24. 

 

Musical Example 13.5: “Estudo No. 13” long phrase with fast fingering 

 

 

Musical Example 13.6: Clarke air flow and fast fingering exercise 

Musical example 13.5 illustrates a technical challenge found in “Estudo 13” and musical 

example 13.6 shows an exercise that will benefit the performer in the preparation for the estudo. 

In the same fashion as in the exercise, Morais’ estudo should be practiced slower than indicated 

on the page and increase the speed progressively. Also, the exercises might be practiced in 

staccato, single and double tonguing according to the speed practiced. This way, the practice of 

the exercises will suffice the requirements for playing the passage in the estudo. 
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Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compares favorably with Morais’ “Estudo No. 13” 

it includes Eugene Bozza - Seize Études, étude 6. Besides some differences between both pieces, 

such as Bozza’s does not have a time signature and is shorter than Morais’, they offer similar 

musical benefits. 

 

Musical Example 13.7: “Estudo No. 13” beginning 

 

 

Musical Example 13.8: Bozza étude 6 beginning recitavivo 

Musical examples 13.7 and 13.8 illustrate the musical equivalency between Morais’ 

“Estudo No. 13” and Bozza’s eetude 6. Both pieces offer opportunities to work with fast 

fingering, staccato, dynamics and have equivalent note values: half note as the larger value and 

thirty-second as shortest. 

Depending on the level of the student, the instructor might also refer to the non-Brazilian 

etude as being musically equivalent. Both pieces offer similar technical and musical benefits. 
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“Estudo No. 14 Trompetico no Fubá” 
 

 

Figure 10: Zequinha de Abreu (1880 - 1935)77 
 

Historical Analysis 

 

This estudo references the nineteenth- twentieth century Brazilian pianist and a composer 

José Gomes de Abreu, known as Zequinha de Abreu. Zequinha de Abreu was born in 1880 in 

Santa Rita do Passa Quatro in São Paulo State and died in São Paulo city in 1937. He lived 

during the Brazilian Bélle Époque and was one of the first Brazilian composers to “experiment 

living as a full-time musician in a moment that it was not very common, especially in the 

countryside, what culminated with his move to São Paulo city in the 1920s.”78 

The last estudo of the collection was dedicated to Joatan Nascimento, who is a trumpet 

professor of popular music at the Federal University of Bahia (UFBA). Joatan was born in 

                                                 
77Musica Brasilis, “Zequinha de Abreu,” accessed August 18, 2020, “Zequinha de Abreu.” accessed 

November 25, 2019, http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/pessoa12781/zequinha-de-abreu. 
78Ibid., 99. 
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Maceió, Alagoas state and before teaching at UFBA, Joatan served at the Alagoas Philharmonic 

Orchestra, taught master classes about improvisation, such as the Northeastern Brass Conference 

in Natal, Brazil, and his album “Eu Choro Assim” (2002) was awarded the Caymmi Prize as the 

best instrumental album of 2002. Joatan studied at the Federal University of Bahia (UFBA), 

where he earned a Doctor of Music Performance and became trumpet teacher soon after. 

The song referenced by Morais in this estudo was the popular “Tico-Tico no Fubá,” or 

“Tico-Tico” as it is popularly called. This song was composed in 1917, explores virtuosic 

passages (including fast chord progressions, fast fingering, and syncopation). It has been 

performed and recorded by popular and classical musicians. For instance, the Berliner 

Philharmoniker recorded “Tico-Tico no Fubá” under the direction of the conductor Daniel 

Barenboim in 2001. 

 

Compositional Analysis 

 

In the last estudo of the collection, Morais incorporated the Brazilian style choro. It was 

composed in the meters of 3/4 and 2/4 in the key of G minor. It was composed in a theme and 

variations form. A theme and variations can explore the theme through different aspects, 

including variations on harmony and melody. “Simple songs, marches, and dances are popular in 

character, whereas the theme and variations belong more to the domain of art music.”79 

 The quotes from “Tico-Tico no Fubá” happen in random spots of the estudo. Musical 

example 14, illustrates the first direct melodic and rhythmic quotation from “Tico-Tico no Fubá” 

in “Estudo No. 14” on pickups to m. 1. The original was illustrated in musical examples 14.1 in 

the top line of the piano and was composed a step above from Morais’ quotation. 

                                                 
79Leichtentritt, Hugo, “Musical Form.” Harvard University Press: Cambridge, 1951, Chapter VI theme and 

variations, p. 90. 
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Musical Example 14: “Estudo No. 14” quotation from “Tico-Tico” 

 

 

Musical Example 14.1: Zequinha de Abreu “Tico-Tico no Fubá”80 

Musical examples 14.2 and 14.3 illustrate a direct melodic and rhythmic quote from 

Zequinha’s song into Morais’ estudo on pickups to mm. 43 - 45, and mm. 96 – 103. As in the 

previous musical examples, Morais wrote the quotations a step below from the original, as 

shown in the top line of the piano excerpt (musical example 14.3). 

 

Musical example 14.2: “Estudo No. 14” quotation from “Tico-Tico.” 

                                                 
80Zequinha de Abreu, “Tico-Tico.” IMSLP, accessed August 8, 2020 

http://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d0/IMSLP211430-PMLP353528-Abreu,_Zequinha_(Jose_Gomes_de)_-

_1880-1935_-_Tico-tico_no_fuba_-_Original.pdf. 
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Musical example 14.3: Zequinha de Abreu “Tico-Tico no Fubá” 

Then, the main theme is quoted twice, as shown in musical examples on mm. 110 - 117 

and mm. 122 - 131 with melodic variations and in 3/4 meter, a different meter than the 

Zequinha’s choro (see musical example 14.4). 

 
Musical example 14.4: “Estudo No. 14” quotation from “Tico-Tico” 

Musical example 14.4 illustrates a direct melodic quotation from “Tico-Tico no Fubá.” 

The original theme is shown in the top line of musical example 14.1. Morais quoted Zequinha’s 

song an interval of a seventh above the original in a different meter. While Morais’ is in 3/4, 

Zequinha’s is in 2/4. 
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Pedagogical Analysis 

 

Before preparing this estudo, the performer should listen to “Tico-Tico no Fubá” by 

Zequinha de Abreu interpreted by Arthur Moreira Lima in the album “Brazilian Dances” (1986). 

As many of the songs quoted by Morais in the estudos, “Tico-Tico no Fubá” is a composition 

intended for dance. Then, the listener should pay close attention to phrasing style, accents, 

articulation, rhythmic and melodic changes, and modulations. Then, the performer might listen to 

the recording of this estudo in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-

Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” (2020). 

The main technical challenge of ‘Estudo No. 14” is length. Because of the technical 

demands and the length of this estudo, it requires endurance from the player. In addition to that, 

this estudo offers the opportunity to work with techniques such as fast fingering, wide slurs, 

staccato, trills, dynamics and long phrases. Then, to prepare this estudo, the performer can use 

trumpet method books including Max Schlossberg - Daily Drills and Technical Studies for 

Trumpet, for the wide slurs and dynamics; Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method 

for Trumpet, for the trills and staccato; Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for Cornet, for fast 

fingering; and Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep Breathing, for the long 

phrases. 

Musical example 14.5 illustrates the range in “Estudo No. 14.” It expands from F-sharp3 

up to C6. Dynamics in this estudo expand from pianissimo to forte. 

 
Musical example 14.5: Range of “Estudo No. 14” 
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When teaching this estudo, the instructor might break it into small sections and associate 

the technical challenges of the method books with the challenges found in the “Estudo No. 14.” 

For instance, if the student seems to have challenge with intervals in the low register, the 

instructor might recommend Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet 

interval exercise and suggest that the student progressively add the extra styles added to the end 

of the exercise p. 149, which includes slurring every two notes and slurring the entire passages. 

 
Musical example 14.6: “Estudo No. 14” low register and long phrase 

 

 

Musical example 14.7: Arban interval exercise 

 

 

Musical example 14.8: Arban interval exercise variation 
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Musical example 14.6 shows a technical challenge found in “Estudo No. 14.” Musical 

examples 14.7 and 14.8 illustrate exercises that will benefit the performer in the preparation of 

the estudo. 

This is the lengthier of the estudos. Among the non-Brazilian etudes that compare 

favorably to Morais’ “Estudo No. 14” it includes Théo Charlier - 36 Etudes Transcendantes 

pour Trompette, Cornet a Pistons, ou Bugle Sib, étude 20. 

 
Musical example 14.9: Théo Charlier étude 20 

 

 

 
Musical example 14.10: “Estudo 14” 

Musical examples 14.9 and 14.10 illustrate the musical equivalency between Morais’ 

“Estudo 14” and Charlier’s étude 20. Both pieces offer the opportunity to work with musical 

aspects including slurs, articulated passages and intervals. 
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Summary of Pedagogical Applications 

 

Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais are found to be 

appropriate for college students, especially for Junior and Senior undergraduate years, and 

Graduate level because of the demand for traditional and avant-garde techniques, endurance, 

range, tempo change, key change, and style change. Depending on the level of the student, these 

short concert pieces can also be introduced to sophomore and freshman years. 

This concluding section is a condensed summary of the information presented above and 

is designed to give an overview to make it easier for trumpet teachers to identify material 

appropriate for students at different levels of study. 

Including the estudos into trumpet collegiate music programs will benefit trumpet 

students on applying the techniques of traditional trumpet playing such as the ones found in the 

method books cited in this work and advanced trumpet techniques such as playing multiphonics. 

The estudos also offer a broader musical view, such as practicing and performing the very first 

etudes of the genre; advanced level trumpet etudes based on Brazilian popular music. 
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CHAPTER V 

Conclusion 

 

In this pedagogical analysis, I found that a comparison of the Estudos Bem-Humorados 

Para Trompete Solo with non-Brazilian etudes at a “one-on-one” basis was not the best because 

of the uniqueness of Morais’ estudos. They are rich in rhythmic, harmonic and melodic content, 

and most of the analyzed non-Brazilian etudes tend to focus more in patterns; having less variety 

of musical material than Morais.’ Then, for a comparison of Morais’ estudos with non-Brazilian 

etudes, more than one non-Brazilian etude can be compared to one of Morais.’ 

It was possible to compare Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo with etudes 

found in twelve trumpet etude books and suggest nine method books for the preparation of the 

estudos. I found in syllabi from Brazilian and American universities that most of these etude and 

method books are listed as required material or among the suggested literature.  

Table 1 displays the Brazilian popular styles used by Morais for the composition of the 

estudos, and the non-Brazilian etudes comparable to Morais’ in terms of length and techniques. 

 

Estudos Bem-

Humorados 

Para Trompete 

Solo 

Brazilian 

Popular Styles 

Comparison with Non-Brazilian Trumpet Etudes  

Estudo No. 1  • Valsa 

• Maxixe (or 

Brazilian 

Tango)  

• Théo Charlier - 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour 

Trompette, Cornet a Pistons, ou Bugle Sib: étude 6 

• Marcel Bitsch - Vingt Études Pour Trompette en 

Ut ou Si b, étude 12  
Estudo No. 2 • Valsa • Maxime-Alphonse - 200 New Melodic and 

Gradual Studies Etude 19 

• Wilhelm Wurm - 20 Difficult Studies, etude 11  
Estudo No. 3 • Lundú • Wilhelm Wurm - 20 Difficult Studies, study 15  
Estudo No. 4  • Aboio, 

• Xaxado,  

• Mamulengo 

• Caboclinho  

• Maxime Alphonse - 200 New Melodic and 

Gradual Studies studies 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Virtuosic)  
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Estudos Bem-

Humorados 

Para Trompete 

Solo 

Brazilian 

Popular Styles 

Comparison with Non-Brazilian Trumpet Etudes  

Estudo No. 5 • Original by 

the 

composer  

• Wilhelm Wurm - 20 Difficult Studies, study 16 

• Guillaume Balay Quinze Études Pour Cornet à 

Pistons, étude 7  
Estudo No. 6 • Polka (or 

Polca) 

• Mazurka.  

• Théo Charlier - 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour 

Trompette, Cornet a Pistons, ou Bugle Sib: étude 

17 

• Voisin - 11 Studies for Trumpet, study 4  
Estudo No. 7 • Baião • Marcel Bitsch - Vingt Études Pour Trompette en 

Ut ou Si b, étude 3  
Estudo No. 8 • Modinha • Oskar Bӧhme 24 Melodic Studies, study 10  
Estudo No. 9 • Choro • Marcel Bitsch - Vingt Etudes Pour Trompette en 

Ut o Sib, étude 2 

• Allen Vizzutti- Advanced Etudes for Trumpet, 

etude 15 

• L. Julien Vannetelbosch - 20 Melodic and 

Technical Etudes, etude 16  
Estudo No. 10 • Choro • Carmine Buonomo - Six Studies in Virtuosity, 

Study 5 

• Allen Vizzutti Advanced Etudes for Trumpet, 

etude 1  
Estudo No. 11 • Carnival 

march 

• Guillaume Balay - Quinze Études Pour Cornet à 

Pistons, étude 12  
Estudo No. 12 • Valsa • L. Julien Vannetelbosch - 20 Melodic and 

Technical Etudes, etude 19  
Estudo No. 13 • Choro • Eugene Bozza - Seize Études, étude 6.  
Estudo No. 14 • Choro • Théo Charlier - 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour 

Trompette, Cornet a Pistons, ou Bugle Sib, étude 

20 

Table 1: Brazilian Styles and Non-Brazilian Etudes Comparable to Morais’ 

 

While table 1 includes Brazilian styles and non-Brazilian etudes comparable to Morais’, 

table 2 includes the most significant techniques in each of the estudos and suggested method 

books to prepare them. 
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Estudos Bem-

Humorados Para 

Trompete Solo 

Technique and 

Equipment 

Suggested Method Books for Preparation 

Estudo No. 1 • Wide slurs 

• Staccato 

• Fast 

fingering 

• Alternative 

fingering 

• Trills 

• Range 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Estudo No. 2 • Fast 

fingerings 

• Double 

tonguing 

• Wide slurs 

• Range  

• Glissando 

 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Estudo No. 3 • Harmon 

mute 

• Double 

tonguing 

• Fast 

fingering  

• Wide 

intervals  

• Long 

phrases 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Robert Nagel Speed Studies for Trumpet 

(Horn or Clarinet) 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

• Scotty Barnhard The World of Jazz Trumpet 

Estudo No. 4 • Fast 

fingering  

• Staccato  

• Wide slurs  

• Wha-wha 

effects using 

the hand 

• Long 

phrases 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Estudo No. 5 • Off-beat 

slurs 

• Fast 

fingering,  

• Double and 

triple 

tonguing 

• Robert Nagel Speed Studies for Trumpet 

(Horn or Clarinet) 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Max Schlossberg- Daily Drills 
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Estudos Bem-

Humorados Para 

Trompete Solo 

Technique and 

Equipment 

Suggested Method Books for Preparation 

• Multiphonics 

• Long 

phrases 

• David Hickman A Trumpet Pedagogy: A 

Compendium of Modern Teaching 

Techniques 

Estudo No. 6 • Wide slurs 

• Staccato 

• Fast 

fingering 

• Trills 

• Double 

tonguing 

• Tempo 

changes 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

 

Estudo No. 7 • Off-beat 

accents 

• Scales  

• Wide slurs,  

• Staccato,  

• Trills,  

• Long 

phrases 

• James Stamp- Warm Up and Studies for 

Trumpet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

Estudo No. 8 • Wide 

intervals 

• Wide slurs  

• Staccato  

• Grace notes 

• Fast 

fingering 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

Estudo No. 9 • Wide leaps  

• Fast 

fingering 

• Slurs 

• Articulation 

• Long 

phrases 

 

• James Thompson, The Buzzing Book 

• Jean Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Estudo No. 10 • Scales 

• Articulation 

• Grace notes 

• Trills 

• James Stamp - Warm Up and Studies for 

Trumpet 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 
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Estudos Bem-

Humorados Para 

Trompete Solo 

Technique and 

Equipment 

Suggested Method Books for Preparation 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

Estudo No. 11 • Articulation 

• Intervals 

• Fast 

fingering 

• Double 

tonguing 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet  

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

Estudo No. 12 • Articulation 

• Intervals 

• Long 

phrases 

 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet  

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet  

• James Stamp - Warm Up and Studies for 

Trumpet  

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Estudo No. 13 • Wide slurs 

• Fast 

fingering 

• Double 

tonguing 

• Scales 

• Dynamics 

• Long 

phrases 

 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet  

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• James Stamp - Warm Up and Studies for 

Trumpet  

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Estudo No. 14 • Fast 

fingering  

• Wide slurs 

• Staccato 

• Trills 

• Dynamics 

• Long 

phrases 

• James Stamp - Warm Up and Studies for 

Trumpet 

• Max Schlossberg Daily Drills and Technical 

Studies for Trumpet 

• Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete Conservatory 

Method for Trumpet 

• Herbert L. Clarke Technical Studies for the 

Cornet 

• Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder 

than Deep Breathing 

Table 2: Techniques and method books 
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Among the fourteen estudos, Morais was able to merge his original material with twelve 

Brazilian popular styles: aboio, xaxado, mamulengo, caboclinho, baião, choro, valsa, polka (or 

polca), maxixe (or Brazilian tango), lundú, modinha and carnival march (or carnival song). 

It is possible to find Brazilian popular styles written in compound meter, such as 

Fandango, a traditional folkdance found in the South of Brazil. This style is usually written in 3/4 

but can also be found 6/8 meter. However, all estudos were composed in simple meters with no 

sharps or flats in the key signatures, but there are estudos in major and minor keys. Also, three of 

the estudos have key changes, and eight estudos have meter changes: 

 

Estudos Meters Keys Forms 

Estudo No. 1 3/4 and 2/4 G minor/G major Fantasia 

Estudo No. 3 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 G minor Simple Binary 

Estudo No. 6 3/4 and 2/4 D Major/E-flat major Fantasia 

Estudo No. 7 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 C major Simple Binary 

Estudo No. 10 3/4 and 2/4 A minor Simple Binary 

Estudo No. 11 4/4, 3/4, 3/8, 2/4 F-sharp minor Fantasia 

Estudo No. 13 3/4 and 2/4 C minor Fantasia 

Estudo No. 14 3/4 and 2/4 G minor Theme and Variations 

Table 3: Meters, keys and forms 
 

The estudos on table 4 do not have meter change or key changes: 

Estudos Meters Keys Forms 

Estudo No. 2 3/4 A minor Compound Ternary 

Estudo No. 4 2/4 A minor Rondo 

Estudo No. 5 2/4 C minor Sonata 
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Estudos Meters Keys Forms 

Estudo No. 8 4/4 D minor Fantasia 

Estudo No. 9 2/4 B minor Fantasia 

Estudo No. 12 3/4 C major Fantasia 

Table 4: Meters, keys and forms 

 

Morais displayed his compositional skills by writing most of the estudos in fantasia form. 

Seven of the fourteen estudos were written in this freestyle compositional form: “Estudo No. 1,” 

“Estudo No. 6,” “Estudo No.8,” “Estudo No. 9,” “Estudo No. 11,” “Estudo No. 12,” and “Estudo 

No. 13.” The most common Brazilian popular style in the estudos is the choro, present in four of 

them: “Estudo No. 9,” “Estudo No. 10,” “Estudo No. 13,” and “Estudo No. 14.” 

In some of the estudos including “Estudo No. 4,” “Estudo No. 7,” and “Estudo No. 9,” 

Morais did not quote specific composers or compositions, but cited Brazilian popular styles: 

aboio, xaxado, mamulengo, and caboclinho in “Estudo No. 4;” baião in “Estudo No. 7;” and 

choro in “Estudo No. 9.” The only estudo composed entirely with original material by Morais 

and that does not mention Brazilian styles, composer or compositions is “Estudo No. 5.” In this 

estudo, Morais used two performance technique expressions: “com grande agilidate” (or with 

great agility), and multifȏnicos (or multiphonics). 

Besides the fact that the estudos were designed for performance, all of them include 

technical challenges worthy of work in class and in a practice room, as shown in table 5. 
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Estudo Main 

Technical 

Challenge 

Dynamics Range 

Written pitch for B-flat trumpet 

Estudo 

No. 1 

Range pp - ff 

 

Estudo 

No. 2 

Change of 

Registers 

p - ff 

 

Estudo 

No. 3 

Harmon-mute p - mf 

 

Estudo 

No. 4 

Fingering pp - f 

 

Estudo 

No. 5 

Multiphonics p - f 

 

Estudo 

No. 6 

Rhythm and 

Interval  

pp - ff 

 

Estudo 

No. 7 

Staccato 

control 

p - f 

 

Estudo 

No. 8 

Long phrases p - ff 

 

Estudo 

No. 9 

Wide intervals p - f 
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Estudo Main 

Technical 

Challenge 

Dynamics Range 

Written pitch for B-flat trumpet 

Estudo 

No. 10 

Fingering pp - f 

 

Estudo 

No. 11 

Double 

tonguing 

p - f 

 

Estudo 

No. 12 

Staccato 

control 

p - ff 

 

Estudo 

No. 13 

Long phrases pp - f 

 

Estudo 

No. 14 

Endurance pp - f 

 

Table 5: Main technical challenge, dynamics and range 

Morais quoted eight different Brazilian composers who lived between the late nineteenth 

century and twentieth century, and quoted ten of these composers’ songs. He explained that the 

choices included significant compositions that he liked, he thought about the quality of the music 

that exists from that time in Brazilian music history and also because most of these compositions 

are in public domain in Brazil. 

Composers Songs Estudos 

Anacleto de Medeiros (1866 – 1907) Medrosa Estudo No. 10 

Chiquinha Gonzaga (1847 – 1935) Lua Branca and O Abre-

Alas 

Estudo No. 8 and Estudo 

No. 11 
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Composers Songs Estudos 

Dilermando Reis (1916 – 1977) Se Ela Perguntar Estudo No. 2 

Ernesto Nazareth (1863 – 1934) Brejeiro Estudo No. 1 

Joaquim da Silva Callado (1848 – 

1880) 

Lundú Característico Estudo No. 3  

Pattapio Silva (1880 – 1907) Margarida Estudo No. 6 

Pixinguinha (1911 – 1973) Rosa and Carinhoso Estudo No. 12” and 

“Estudo No. 13 

Zequinha de Abreu (1880 – 1935) Tico-Tico no Fubá Estudo No. 14 

Table 6: Composers and songs quoted in the estudos and which estudo (s) they were quoted 

Fernando Morais decided to dedicate the fourteen estudos to trumpet players whom he 

worked with and has appreciation (see table 7). 

Estudo Brazilian Trumpeter 

Estudo No. 1 Flávio Gabriel 

Estudo No. 2 Gilberto Siqueira 

Estudo No. 3 Reginaldo Farias 

Estudo No. 4 Nailson Simões 

Estudo No. 5 Fernando Dissenha 

Estudo No. 6 Anor Luciano 

Estudo No. 7 Fábio Brum 

Estudo No. 8 Gedeão Lopes 

Estudo No. 9 Moisés Alves 

Estudo No. 10 Ayrton Benck 

Estudo No. 11 Maico Lopes 
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Estudo No. 12 Derick Heliston 

Estudo No. 13 Tonico Cardoso 

Estudo No. 14 Joatan Nascimento 

Table 7: Dedicatees of the estudos 

The performance of Morais’ trumpet estudos requires traditional techniques such as fast 

fingering, wide slurs, double tonguing, trills, legato, and avant-garde technique such as 

multiphonics. Then, it is suggested that the performer master the fundamentals of the trumpet 

playing, which includes consulting, practicing and perfecting techniques encountered in trumpet 

method books such as the ones listed on table 8. 

Authors Method Books 

Claude Gordon Brass Playing is no Harder than Deep Breathing 

David Hickman Trumpet Pedagogy: A Compendium of Modern Teaching Techniques 

Herbert L. Clarke  Technical Studies for the Cornet 

Jean-Baptiste Arban  Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet 

James Stamp Warm Up and Studies for Trumpet 

James Thompson The Buzzing Book 

Max Schlossberg  Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet 

Robert Nagel Speed Studies for Trumpet (Horn or Clarinet) 

Scotty Barnhart The World of Jazz: A comprehensive History & Practical Philosophy 

Table 8: Authors and method books recommended to prepare the estudos 

The pedagogical value of Morais’ estudos might be highlighted when other non-Brazilian 

etude books present comparable musical value, including the type of techniques, length, and 

purpose; for perfecting techniques or performance. Then, among the non-Brazilian traditional 
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etude books for trumpet that were consulted and found to have similar musical value as Morais’ 

it includes the ones listed on table 9. 

Authors Etude Books 

Allen Vizzutti  Advanced Etudes for Trumpet 

Carmine Buonomo Six Studies in Virtuosity 

Eugene Bozza Seize Études Pour Trompete Ut ou Sib, Bugle ou Cornet à Pistons 

Guillaume Balay Quinze Études Pour Cornet à Pistons 

Herman Bellstedt The 12 Famous Technical Studies for Trumpet 

L. Julien Vannetelbosch 20 Melodic and Technical Etudes 

Marcel Bitsch Vingt Études Pour Trompette en Ut o Sib 

Maxime-Alphonse 200 New Melodic and Gradual Studies (book 5 and 6) 

Oskar Böhme 24 Melodic Studies 

Théo Charlier 36 Études Transcendantes pour Trompette, Cornet à Pistons, ou 

Bugle Sib 

Vassily Brandt Etudes for Trumpet (Orchestra and Last Etudes) 

Wilhelm Wurm 20 Difficult Studies 

Table 9: Authors and etude books comparable to Morais’ 

 

The fourteen estudos were not organized in an increasing difficult order as the French 

horn twenty characteristic etudes were. However, from the analysis of the estudos it was possible 

to suggest an increasing difficult sequence. For example, “EstudoNo. 1” would become “Estudo 

No. 6” in an increasing difficulty order (see table 10). 

Current Number Difficulty Level Order 

Estudo No. 1 Estudo No. 6 

Estudo No. 2 Estudo No. 5 
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Current Number Difficulty Level Order 

Estudo No. 3 Estudo No. 7 

Estudo No. 4 Estudo No. 12 

Estudo No. 5 Estudo No. 14 

Estudo No. 6 Estudo No. 3 

Estudo No. 7 Estudo No. 1 

Estudo No. 8 Estudo No. 8 

Estudo No. 9 Estudo No. 11 

Estudo No. 10 Estudo No. 2 

Estudo No. 11 Estudo No. 11 

Estudo No. 12 Estudo No. 4 

Estudo No. 13 Estudo No. 13 

Estudo No. 14 Estudo No. 10 

Table 10: Order by difficulty level 

Estudos Bem-Humorados para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais represent a significant 

contribution to the catalog of Brazilian trumpet literature. Their utilization at the collegiate level 

will contribute for the development of a Brazilian school of trumpet. Along with the recordings 

of the estudos in the album “Gilmar Cavalcante Interprets Estudos Bem-Humorados Para 

Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais,” this research will serve as a performance and pedagogical 

guides for musicians worldwide. 
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For future steps in this research, I intend to translate the pedagogical analysis portion and 

the tables to Portuguese, compile this information into a small file and make it available to non-

English speakers through publication on my professional website and social media. Additionally, 

I intend to submit this portion of the work, both in English and Portuguese, for publication in 

trumpet and music education journals in the United States and abroad. 
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APPENDIX A 

Glossary of Brazilian Musical Terms Found at Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo 

 

Aboio: A solo unaccompanied vocal song from Brazil’s Northeast that is usually sung by 

cowboys while gathering the cattle 

A lua branca de Bach Bach’s white moon: A reference to the German baroque 

composer Johann Sebastian Bach. 

A lua branca de Chiquinha: Chiquinha’s white moon. A reference to the 

nineteenth/twentieth century Brazilian pianist and composer Francisca Edwirges Neves 

Gonzaga, better known as Chiquinha Gonzaga. 

À vontade: At pleasure. 

Cadência: Cadenza. 

Calmo: Calm. 

Choro: A Brazilian syncopated music style, usually instrumental, well ornamented that might 

have improvisation. 

Clarinada: Fanfare 

Com a mão: With the hand, using the hand as a substitute for a plunger mute. 

Com calma: Calmly. 

Com grande agilidade: With great agility. 

Com grande saudosismo: With great nostalgia. 

Como um Bandolin: As a Mandolin 

Dilarmando e o trompete: Dilermando and the trumpet. In reference to the Brazilian composer 

Dilermando Reis, who played the guitar. 

Final: Final, end or fine. 

Grandioso: The same as maestoso or broadly. 

Livre: Free. 

Mamulengo: A puppet found at Brazil’s Northeast folklore. 

Movido: The same as agitato, agitated. 

Multifônicos. Multiphonics. 

Os sons áridos do trompete: the dry (or arid) sounds of the trumpet. A reference to 

Pernambuco’s countryside, where the dedicatee Nailson Simões is from. This area has a dry 

weather. 

Rápido: Fast. 

Se Ernesto tocasse trompete: If Ernesto played the trumpet. Referring to the Brazilian 

composer Ernesto Nazareth who played the piano. 

Tema do lundú caracteristico: Characteristic Lundú theme. 

Tempo de caboclinho: Caboclinho tempo. Caboclinho is an upbeat Brazilian Northeastern style 

Tranquilo: Quiet. 

Um trompete Callado: A silent trumpet. Also, a reference to the Brazilian flutist and composer 

Joaquim Callado. 

Valsa paulista: São Paulo waltz. 

Xaxado: Dance in a fast rhythm characteristic from the Brazil’s Northeast. 

Wua-wua (or Wha-Wha): Implies on the use of the Harmon mute or hand for the sound effect. 
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APPENDIX B 

List of Suggested Listening 

 

Estudo  Suggested Listening 

Estudo No. 1 • Brejeiro - Ernesto Nazareth 

• Estudo No. 1 – Se Ernesto Tocasse Trompete 

Estudo No. 2 • Se Ela Perguntar - Dilermando Reis 

• Estudo No. 2 – Dilermando no Trompete 

Estudo No. 3 • Lundú Característico - Joaquim Callado 

• Estudo No. 3 – Um Trompete Callado 

Estudo No. 4 • Aboio – Forrozão Sela Vaqueira 

• Xaxado – Luiz Gonzaga 

• Caboclinho – Alceu Valenca 

• Mamulengo – Mareira em Vento 

Estudo No. 5 • No Suggestion 

Estudo No. 6 • Margarida - Pattápio Silva 

• Estudo No. 6 – Pattapiando no Trompete 

Estudo No. 7 • O Baião - Luiz Gonzaga 

• Estudo No. 7 – Tempo de Baião 

Estudo No. 8 • Lua Branca - Chiquinha Gonzaga 

Estudo No. 9 • Estudo No. 9 - Chôro 

Estudo No. 10 • Medrosa - Anacleto de Medeiros 

• Estudo No. 10 – O Trompete de Anacleto 

Estudo No. 11 • O Abre-Alas - Chiquinha Gonzaga 

Estudo No. 12 • Rosa – Pixinguinha 

• Estudo No. 12 – O Trompete e a Rosa 

Estudo No. 13 • Carinhoso – Pixinguinha 

• Estudo No. 13 – Um Trompete Carinhoso 

Estudo No. 14 • Tico-Tico no Fubá - Zequinha de Abreu 

• Estudo No. 14 – Trompetico no Fubá 
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APPENDIX C 

Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo By Fernando Morais 
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APPENDIX D 

Non-Brazilian Études that Compare to Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo 
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Appendix E 

Songs Referenced by Morais For The Composition of the ‘Estudos” 
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APPENDIX F 

Questionnaire Sent to Brazilian Trumpeters (in Portuguese) 

A Pedagogical Analysis of Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais 

 

Gilmar Cavalcante da Silva 

Tese Submetida à 

Escola de Pós-Graduação da 

Ball State University 

 

em parcial cumprimento dos requerimentos para obtenção do grau de 

 

Doutor em Artes 

Foco Principal Performance do Trompete 

 

1. Você já ouviu falar e/ou usou o Methodo para Cornetta, Clarim, ou Saxhorn de 3 

pistões de João Bartholomeu Klier? 

2. Que métodos de trompete você usou durante os anos da graduação como estudante? 

3. Como professor e/ou performer, você usa algum método brasileiro de trompete, se 

sim, qual? 

4. Quais são os métodos de trompete que você usa com mais frequência tanto para seus 

propósitos 

quanto para dar aula e por quê? 

5. Há outros métodos Brasileiros de trompete que você gostaria de citar como fontes 

importantes a se conhecer e também para dar aulas de trompete sob uma perspectiva 

musical brasileira? 

6. Quão familiar você é com os Estudos Bem-Humorados para Trompete Solo de 

Fernando Morais? 

7. Você já usou em sala de aula ou tocou algum dos Estudos Bem-Humorados para 

Trompete Solo de Fernando Morais? 

8. Você considera que os Estudos Bem-Humorados para Trompete Solo de Fernando 

Morais podem prover alguma contribuição pedagógica para o ensino do trompete? 

9. Você é familiar com alguma outra coleção Brasileira de estudos concertantes para 

trompete solo designadas para performance sem acompanhamento? 

10. Há algum comentário ou informação adicional que você gostaria de acrescentar a 

respeito da atual pedagogia do trompete no Brasil? 
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Questionnaire Sent to Brazilian Trumpeters (Translated to English) 

A Pedagogical Analysis of Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais 

 

Questionnaire 

 

1. Have you ever heard about and/or used the Methodo para Cornetta, Clarim, ou 

Saxhorn de 3 pistões by João Bartholomeu Klier? 

2. What are the trumpet method books you have used during your college years as a student? 

3. As a teacher and/or performer, do you use any Brazilian trumpet method book 

and, if so, what? 

4. What are the trumpet method books you use more frequently both for your practice and 

for your teaching and why? 

5. Are there other Brazilian trumpet method books that you would like to cite as 

important sources to know and also for teaching the trumpet from a Brazilian 

music approach? 

6. How familiar are you with the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by 

Fernando Morais? 

7. Have you ever used in class or performed at least one of the Estudos Bem- 

Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais? 

8. Would you consider that the Estudos Bem-Humorados para Trompete Solo by 

Fernando Morais can provide a pedagogical contribution for teaching the 

trumpet? 

9. Are you familiar with any other Brazilian trumpet etude collection intended for 

unaccompanied performance? 

10. Is there any additional information or comment about the current Brazilian 

trumpet pedagogy that you would like to make? 
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APPENDIX G 

Questionário Enviado a Fernando Morais, compositor dos estudos. 

 

A Pedagogical Analysis of Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” 

Gilmar Cavalcante da Silva 

A Dissertation Submitted to the Ball State University School of Music 

as Partial Fulfilment of the Requirements for the degree of Doctor of Arts 

 

 

1. Como você descreveria os Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo? 

2. Como você decidiu que estudo dedicar a que trompetista? 

3. Como você decidiu que compositor e que composição usar como referência para compor 

cada estudo? 

4. Que fatores lhe influenciaram em como numerar cada estudo? 

5. Que estilo musical mais lhe influencia ou influenciou na carreira como compositor 

6. Que estilos mais lhe influenciaram na composição dos estudos? 

7. Existe algum outro estilo brasileiro que você simpatiza mas não teve oportunidade de incluir 

na composição dos estudos? 

8. O que lhe influenciou na escolha de compositores e composições do final do século XIX e 

incício do século XX como referência na composição dos estudos? 

9. Para que tipo de trompete você dedicou os estudos? 

10. Você pensou em uma finalidade específica para os estudos? 
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Questionnaire Sent to Fernando Morais (Translated to English) 

A Pedagogical Analysis of Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo by Fernando Morais” 

Gilmar Cavalcante da Silva 

A Dissertation Submitted to the Ball State University School of Music 

as Partial Fulfilment of the Requirements for the degree of Doctor of Arts 

English Translation 

 

1. How would you describe the Estudos Bem-Humorados Para Trompete Solo? 

2. How did you decide which estudo to dedicate to what trumpeter? 

3. How did you decide what composer and composition to use as a reference for composing 

each estudo? 

4. What factors influenced to number each estudo the way you did? 

5. What musical style influences or influenced your career as a composer? 

6. What styles influenced you the most during the composition of the estudos? 

7. Is there a Brazilian style that you like but you did not include in the compositiojn of the 

estudos? 

8. What influenced you to choose composers and compositions from late nineteenth to early 

twentieth century? 

9. What kind of trumpet did you compose the estudos for? 

10. Did you consider a specific use for the estudos? 
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Appendix H 

IRB Administrative Review Not HSR Form 
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